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Abstract

Phase-locked loops are important circuits, usually implemented in an analog or fully
digital way. The recently introduced switched current design technique offers new pos
sibilities for phase-locked loop (PLL) design. With this technique current-mode analog
curcuits operating at low voltages can be designed. In this thesis a second order PLL
(designed for a 3.3 Volt supply voltage and implementation in a 2.4Jlm CMOS process)
using switched current techniques is presented. Instructions to test the finished chip are
included in this thesis.

It is possible to design a second order PLL using switched current design techniques.
The switched current PLL uses less power and is less complex than the digital equivalent.
The resulting PLL can, when allowed by the loop characteristics, replace digital phase
locked loops having a simuIar structure.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

At the Eindhoven University of Technology research into switched current design tech
niques is conducted by the electronic circuit design group. This group is part of the
faculty of electrical engineering. Switched current is a technique for designing analog
systems working in discrete time. The systems are implemented in CMOS technology.
The advantage of this technique is that the signals are represented by currents, making
it possible for the circuits to operate at a low supply voltage. Most of the research in
the design technique is concentrated on AID DIA-converters and filters. In this thesis
it is examined whether or not it is possible to use the technique for the construction of a
phase-locked loop. Research shows that no phase-locked loop using the design technique
have yet been reported in the literature.

Initially the phase-locked loop had to be designed for synchronous AM detection.
For this reason the centerfrequency of the loop was chosen at 455 kHz, a common
intermediate frequency in AM-radios. The undamped natural frequency and damping
ratio were chosen at 5 kHz and 0.7 respectively. Research however showed that this PLL
would be too complex, so the idea of using it for AM detection was abandoned. The
loop characteristics were however maintained. Next to the design also instructions to
test the finished chip are included. In this section the use of the PLL as an FSK decoder
is described.
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Chapter 2

Selecting a PLL structure

There are several different ways to construct a phase-locked loop (PLL). In this chapter
three different PLL structures will be reviewed, of which one is suitable for construction
using switched current (51) design techniques. When choosing a structure, one has to
take into account the characteristics of the 51 design technique. This means that the
PLL will be constructed using low-accuracy building blocks. Of the reviewed structures
only one can meet the required characteristics using low accuracy components.

2.1 The complicated digital PLL

The complicated digital PLL, as mentioned by Gardner in [2], is an adaptation from the
'normal' analog PLL. The necessary loop components are translated from the s-domain
(Laplace, used to describe time continues systems) into the z- domain (used to describe
systems in discrete time). This leaves a straightforward PLL which can be implemented
using digital signal processors.

In
.............~ ADC ==;> Multiplier =:> LoopfIlter-.

.().

Out

VCO /l
"I

Figure 2.1: Block diagram of the complicated digital PLL

In figure 2.1 the block diagram of the complicated digital PLL is shown. The sampler
(represented by the switch) and ADC convert the incomming signal into a digital format.
The multiplier determines the difference in phase between the incoming signal and the
signal generated by the YCO. After passing through the filter this signal steers the
frequency (and the phase) of the Yeo. This causes the yeO to deviate from the center
frequency, making the phase difference between the two signals equal to zero. The loop
filter has two functions, removing high frequency components from the phase detector's
output signal and determining the loop-characteristics.
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There are two major problems that obstruct the use of SI design techniques for building
this PLL. The first is the enormous complexity of the circuits involved. For the VCO
alone more than 200 transistors are necessary. Such large circuits are prone to errQrs
caused by parasitic elements. The second problem is the necessity for high-precision
components in the filter.

'_..._ OutL - <D--!2J J-
Figure 2.2: Block diagram of a simple loop filter

In figure 2.2 the block diagram of a simple loop filter is shown. The transfer function
in the z-domain is:

H(z) = Out = _z_
In z-a

(2.1)

(2.2)

Using z = 1 +sT the transfer function in the s-domain is obtained with T equal to the
inverse of the clockfrequency,

1 1 +sT. T
R(s) = -1-1 ' WIth T =-1-

- a + ST - a

To create a relatively slow (in comparison with the clock frequency) system with rela
tively large T, 1 - a must be close to O. This means that the sensitivity of T towards a
is large.

aT T
aa - (1 - a)2

(2.3)

Because of this high sensitivety a must be very accurately realised. This cannot be done
using a low-accuracy CMOS process. Other loop filters were reviewed but comprised
the same problem.

One way of avoiding the need for high accuracy components in the loop filter is to
reduce the loop filter's clockfrequency.

2.2 The modified complicated digital PLL

Reducing the loop filter's clockfrequency was idead after reading [3] in which the veo
supplies the clock signal for a switched capacitor loopfilter.

The complexity of this circuit is however even larger than that of the ordinary PLL.
The loopfilter needs two non-overlapping clock signals which must be derived form the
VCO output. Even when the additional circuitry is not a problem, the high center
frequency of the PLL causes the improvement not to be very large. The sensitivity of T

towards a is still too large to make a reliable CMOS-realisation possible.
Because of the problems involved the complicated digital PLL was abandoned in favour
of the all digital PLL.
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In -/-1 SC loop
filter

•
VCO

Out

Figure 2.3: Block diagram of a switched capacitor PLL

2.3 The all digital PLL

The operation of the all digital PLL [4] differs completely from the complicated dig
ital PLL. The all digital PLL (ADPLL) has no analog predecessor. The principal of
operation is easiest explained from the block diagram.

fM 0
borrow

8i K

,-JI>- DID carry

inc dec 2NfOu TN
IID counter

8

Figure 2.4: Block diagram of a first order ADPLL

in figure 2.4 the block diagram of a first order all digital PLL is given. The EXOR
gate acts as a phase detector. The K-counter is an upldown counter. The outputs of
this counter are the carry and borrow signals. Whether this counter counts up or down
is determined by the output of the phase detector. The liD-counter, when no carry or
borrow signal is present, divides the input frequency 2N fo by 2. When a carry pulse
is present an extra pulse is inserted at the output of the liD-counter, when a borrow
pulse is present a pulse is deleted from the output of the liD-counter.

The input and output signals of the liD-counter are shown in figure 2.5.
The last loop component of the ADPLL is a divide-by-N counter, which divides the

input frequency by N. Assume that the input signal equals the center frequency of the
PLL, but that the phase leads that of the output signal. The duty cycle of the phase
detector's output signal is larger than 50 %. This means that the K-counter counts more
up than down, with net result that the value of the K-counter increases. After a number
of periods the K-counter reaches a value of K, generating a carry pulse and resetting
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borrow

~,-- I_ carry

out

in

Figure 2.5: Input and output signals of the liD-counter

itself. Because of the carry pulse an extra pulse is generated at the output of the l/D
counter. This extra pulse is processed by the N-counter, which, because of this extra
pulse, will reach the value of None clockperiod sooner. The net result of this is that
the output phase is increased by 3: degrees. This process of generating and processing
carry pulses continues until the output phase of the PLL has caught up with the input
phase. At this point the duty cycle at the output of the phase detector becomes close
to 50 %, and the net value of the K-counter is neither increased or decreased. The
loop is now in lock, a small phase error is present due to the fact that the phase of the
output signal can only be changed in discrete steps. If the input frequency is not equal
to the center frequency fo, the PLL locks with a certain phase difference. This phase
difference causes the K-counter to continuously generate carry or borrow pulses, making
the output frequency of the PLL equal to the input frequency.

The counters in this loop can be constructed using a switched current delay cell.

lout

Figure 2.6: Block diagram of an ideal integrator

This delay cell can be configured to form a current integrator, as shown in figure 2.6.
The output current can be written as

(2.4)

By making lin a constant (positive) value the output current rises each clockperiod, in
effect performing a counting action. Note that to adapt this structure to a finite counter,
a reset section must be added. When using this structure as a K-counter, up and down
counting can be realised by making lin positive or negative.

The liD-counter can be replaced with three simple current sources, as shown in
figure 2.7. Dependent on the carry and borrow signals the switches are closed and a
current of 0, 1 or 2 times the unit current lcount is led to the N-counter. This complies
with the operation of the liD counter, when the divide-by-2 action is overlooked.
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N-<:ounter

tlcount jlcount ~Icount

Figure 2.7: Diagram of the liD-counter when using Sl techniques

The simple and straightforward realisation of the different loop components, and the
absence of high-accuracy amplifiers makes this structure suitable for realisation using
switched current techniques. A more detailed analyses of this loop and the ways to
extend the loop to a second order PLL will be presented in the next chapter.
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Chapter 3

Analysis of the All Digital PLL

In this chapter the ADPLL as presented in the previous chapter will be analysed. Two
ways of extending the first order loop to a second order loop will be presented. Only one
of these second order loops is suited for realisation using low-accuracy building blocks.
This is the loop that will be constructed using Sl design techniques.

3.1 Analysis of the first order loop

The first order loop is shown in figure 3.1. Because Sl design techniques will be used to
realise the PLL, the divide-by-2 action of the liD-counter can be omitted. The input
frequency of the liD-counter is consequently equal to N fo.

e

MfO
borrow

e· K1 ,~

J) UID carry

inc dec
N f ou +N

lID counter

Figure 3.1: Block diagram of the first order ADPLL

For ease of understanding an EXOR-gate is used as a phase detector. The various
signals are shown in figure 3.2.

The K-counter counts up when the output of the phase detector is high, and down
when the output of the phase detector is low. When the duty cycle of the output from
the phase detector is not close to 50%, the net effect is that the K-counter is incremented
or decremented.

In figure 3.3 the count sequence held by the K-counter is shown. In each cycle of*
the K-counter is incremented by f).k,
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1
o
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o

Time

Figure 3.2: Input and output of an EXOR-gate phase detector

K

i..
M pulses

---Time

Figure 3.3: Progress of the K-counter for positive phase-error

(3.1)

(3.3)

(3.2)

(3.4)

(3.5)

The factor kd is determined by the phase detector and the units in which 8e is expressed,
IkiJel must be smaller or equal to 1 for all Oe' The frequency fc,b of the carry/borrow
pulses can now be calculated,

~ _ I D.k _ M fokdOe
Jc,b - JO k - k

In equation (3.2) fa is the center frequency of the oscillator. Note that when fc,b is
positive carry pulses are generated, when fc,b is negative borrow pulses are generated.
Because of the action of the l/D-counter, fc,b is added to the l/D-counter's incoming
frequency N fo. The output frequency fu of the PLL becomes

MfokdOe
f.. = fa + t1f.. = fa + kN .

Using D.fu the transfer function of the loop can be calculated, leading to

Mfokd
D.f..(s) = kN Oe(s)

Ou(s) = D.fu(s) = MfokdOe(s)
oS skN
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(3.6)

In equation (3.5) ()u is derived from the frequency li.fu, meaning that the units in
which (Jll. is expressed are cycles. One cycle corresponds with 360 degrees or 211" radians.
Because of Ikd()el :51 for an EXOR-gate type phase detector one has kd = 4. Substituting
(Je(s) = (Ji(S) - (Jll.(s) in equation (3.5) and rearranging the formula leads to the transfer
function of the PLL,

H( ) - Oll. _~ . h k _ M fokd
S - ()i - S + k

v
' WIt v - kN

The transfer function is clearly the function of a first order loop. One way of expanding
the loop to second order is to include a 'memory' for the carryfborrow pulses.

3.2 Second order ADPLL, model I

A second order loop can be derived from the first order loop by adding a memory and
a frequency amplifier [5]. A frequency amplifier is a device that multiplies an incoming
frequency by an externally controlable variable.

Out

K-counter carry

'---------' borrow

...N

lID-counter

Figure 3.4: Block diagram of second order ADPLL, model 1

A block diagram of the second order loop is shown in figure 3.4. The extra counter,
marked UDC (Up Down Counter), acts as an integrator and adds an extra order to the
loop.

I

~ ._1~
u

Figure 3.5: Block diagram of non-ideal integrator

When building this extra counter using 81 design techniques it can be modeled as
shown in firgure 3.5. Simulations have shown that the non-ideal behaviour of the delay
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section used in the counter can be modelled by adding an extra amplifier with amplifi
cation ki. The delay section not only delays but also amplifies. The transfer function of
the non-ideal integrator becomes

R(z) - 1 (3.7)
- 1 - kiZ-1

1
R(s) = 1 _ k; + sTki (3.8)

Equation (3.8) is derived from equation (3.7) by using z-l = 1 - sT, where T equals
the inverse of the clock frequency. The average input of the UDC is T fe,b' The output

becomes l-t~~Tki' The resulting expression for the input frequency fid of the I/D
counter then becomes

fid = N fo + (kn 1 _ ~~bSTkJ N fo (3.9)

(
TkdMknOe ) ( )

fid = N 1 + fo k(1 _ ki + sTki) fo 3.10

In equation (3.9) the factor kn relates the output-value of the UDC to the amplification
factor of the frequency amplifier. To determine the transfer function of the second order
loop t1fu must be calculated.

/, = fe,b + fid == (1 r TknMkd(Je ) F. kdMOe r (3.11)
u N + ,0 k(1 _ ki + sTk.) ,0 + kN ,0

~f - f - F. - knkd M fJT fJ kdM fo (J ( )
u - u ;0 - k(l _ ki +sTk

i
) e + kN e 3.12

Using (Ju(s) == Af:(s) and Oe(s) == Oi(S) - fJu(s) the transfer function of the loop becomes

R(s) == _1_ knkdN fJT + kdfo(1- k~+ sTki) (3.13)
kTki s2 + s (fOkd + I-Ii) + knkdNfo T + kdfo¥-k.)-r- T • kTk. k k.

The denominator of the transfer function is written in the nat ural form of s2 + 2(wn +w~.

Here Wn is the undamped natural frequency and ( the damping factor. Both these quan
tities are dependent on 1 - ki. The factors containing 1 - ki are in the same order of
magnitude as the other factors. Because of the uncertainty of 1 - ki and the impor
tance of this factor for the loopcharacteristics, this second order loop is not suitable for
realisation using low-accuracy 81 design techniques.

Another way to implement a second order loop is to use two first order loops.

3.3 Second order ADPLL, model II

The second way of constructing a second order ADPLL was found in [4].
The block diagram is shown in figure 3.6 . A small signal block diagram is shown in

figure 3.7.
The added first order loop acts as a filter (just like the extra counter in model I),

and adds an extra order to the loop. The output A of the added loop becomes
kd2 M fo

A - ~ °u == Nkd2Mfo (J (3.14)
- 1 + :f

2
'tfJ L sk2LN + kd2M fo u,

N . kd2Mfo
A = 1 +~ 0u, WIth W2 == k

2
LN . (3.15)

W2
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Mfa

cany

In Kicounter borrow

~Out I-

+N1 IID-counter

,-'-----

+L

'-----,-
Mfa

PD2

Kicounter

I
+LN2

I1D-counter
N f O

I
~

Figure 3.6: Block diagram of a second order ADPLL, model II

The expression for Ou can be found by examining the first loop.

o - M fokdI 0 + A (3.16)
u - skIN e N'

Using Oe(s) = Oi(S)-Ou(s) this expression can be rearranged to give the transfer function
of the complete system.

(3.17)

Ml°1!1(Ju s 1

(Jj 1+ MJokdl I
~-l+'

"'2

o ~
R(s) - ~ - s

- O' - 1+~ _ 1 '* s I+...!..
"'2

(3.18)

(3.19)

This last equation can be arranged in the natural form.

R(s) = WIS +WIW2 2(wns +w;
S2+WlS+WlW2 - s2+2(wns+w~'

with
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9 i
g

e M fQkd1
+ 8 k1

9U
+

lIN +
+

A

(3.26)

(3.25)

(3.27)

'---------11/(LN)f---------'

Figure 3.7: Small signal block diagram of a second order ADPLL, model II

The expressions for W n and ( contain no uncertain and critical factors, making this PLL
suitable for realisation using SI design techniques. The need for small, high precision
factors has been removed by using counters. Amplifying a signal with a small factor
such as 0.02 compares with counting to (dividing by) 50. A counter can be made much
more accurate than an amplifier.

A third quantity characterising a PLL is the output frequency range. Because the
PLL is of second order, an input frequency that differs from the center frequency induces
(in the long run) zero phase-error. The loop formed around k2 is however of first order,
a non-zero phase-error will occur in this loop. The output frequency range of the PLL
can be calculated using Ikd20e21 ~ 1.

o - 0.. 1 _ sk2N () (3.23)
e2 - L 1 + :f/tIJ - sk2LN + kd2M fo U

At the input of the PLL a frequency step of ~fu occurs. Taking the Laplace-transform
gives

0.. __ ~ t1fu
~ (3.24)

s s
Using the final value theorem the steady state phase-error can be calculated, resulting
in

() ( ) . () k2 N t1fu
e2 t = 00 = lim sOe2 S = k M fi

8-+0 d2 0

~f = M f Okd2 ()e2
u k2N

Substituting kd20e2 = ±1 in equation (3.26) results in the expression for the output
frequency range fhold of the PLL,

M fo
fhold = ± N k

2
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Note that in equations (3.21), (3.22) and (3.27) only the ratio of M and N occurs.
Equations (3.21) and (3.22) can be used to calculate the values for k1 and k2 • For

the other variables the following values are chosen:

• fo = 455000

• W n =211"- 5000

• ( = 0.7

.M=N

.L=l

The first three values are the PLL's loop characteristics. These values are for a PLL
suitable for AM detection. The 455 kHz chosen for the center frequency is a cornman
frequency in AM radio circuits. M is made equal to N because both the K- and the
lID-counters are supplied with the same clock frequency. L is chosen equal to 1 to
eliminate the need for the divide-by-L circuit. The values for kdl and kd2 are chosen
equal to 2 because this (see equation (3.21)) reduces the values for k1 and k 2 by a factor
2 compared with the situation where both kdS are equal to 4 (for and EXOR gate type
phase detector). Low K-values give a more reliable PLL. The circuitry of the phase
detectors is however more complex, but since the phase detectors are constructed using
CMOS digital gates, this poses no problems regarding the accuracy and reliability of
the PLL.

The resulting values are:

• k1 = 20.7

• k2 = 40.6

• /hold = ± 11.2 kHz

The PLL will be constructed using these values.
In section 3.2 was mentioned that only non-ideal counters can be used. This is the

result of using Sl design techniques instead of digital counters. The consequences of
using non-ideal K-counters will be examined in the next section.

3.4 The ADPLL with non-ideal components

In this section the influence of non-ideal K-counters on the PLL will be examined. The
structure of the PLL will be adapted to reduce the influence of the non-idealities. After
this it will be shown that using non-ideal counters only the transfer function of the phase
detector will change. The counters will be constructed using an integrator combined with
a comparator and a reset section. Non-ideal behaviour results from using a non-ideal
integrator.

The block diagram of the integrator is shown in figure 3.8, and as stated earlier the
delay section incorporates an amplification factor kj. Non-ideal behaviour is a direct

16



I u

Figure 3.8: Block diagram of non-ideal integrator

result form this unavoidable amplification factor. Ideally this factor is equal to 1. The
difference equation of the integrator is

U[n] = kiU[n - 1] + l[n].

Using z-transformation an equation for U[n] can ultimately be found,

U = z-lkiU +I

U = I zl
1 - Z-l ki = z - ki

The input signal I is a step function, stepping from 0 to 10 at n = 1,

1=~
z-1

resulting in

U = z10 = ~_z_ _ ~_z_
(z-l)(Z-ki) 1-kiZ-1 1- ki Z - ki

10
U[n] = --k (1 - kf)

1- i

(3.28)

(3.29)

(3.30)

(3.31)

(3.32)

(3.33)

(3.34)

Now assume a phase-error due to which, in the 12 periods it takes for the PLL to go
through a full cycle, the net result on the K-counter is an incrementation of only 1. This
can be regarded as incrementing the counter during each clockperiod with l2' meaning
that in equation (3.33) 10 equals A. Furthermore assume that ki equals 0.99, which is
a fair assumption. The maximum value the counter can reach:

1

U[oo] = O~~l (1 - 0.9900
) ~ 8.3

This example shows that using a non-ideal integrator the final value a counter can
reach is limited. This limitation is most obvious when the phase-error is small, Le.
for small values of 10 . For large phase-errors 10 is large and the limitation is hardly
noticed. However, to achieve good phase-lock the range around zero phase-error is
most important. The reliable working range of the counter must be shifted from large
phase-errors to small phase-errors. This can be done by using two separate counters.

As shown in figure 3.9 one of the counters counts the UP-pulses, the other counts
the DOWN-pulses. Since for small phase-errors both average input signals 10 are close
to ~, the reliable working range of the total K-counter has been shifted to the range of
small phase-errors. The use of two counters does not change the expression for fc,b,

j,
_ M fo 1 + klJe

carry - k 2

17
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MfO

~ K
carry

lin ..
borrow

K

Figure 3.9: Block diagram of divided K-counter

M fokdOe
fc,b = fcarry - fborrow = k

(3.36)

(3.37)

One disadvantage of this structure is that carry and borrow pulses will be generated
continuously. With zero phase error an equal amount of carry and borrow pulses is
generated. These pulses do not affect the output signal of the PLL when a carry and a
borrow pulse occur in the same period of the output signal. When these pulses occur in
different periods of the output signal, the phase of the output signal is altered causing
phase jitter. This drawback, the output phase jitter, is discussed in section 3.5. The
advantages of using two counters are:

• For small phase-errors the counters will reach their final value, ensuring good PLL
operation for small phase-errors.

• Each counter can be constructed to count from -~ to ~, instead of from -k to k.
This makes for more reliable counters.

• Each counter only needs one comparator and one reset section, since the counter
only counts upwards. The original up/down counter would require two compara
tors and two reset sections.

The disadvantages are:

• Building two counters instead of one takes more transistors and hence a larger
chip area.

• Two counters consume more power than one.

• Output phase jitter occurs.

In this situation the advantages outweigh the disadvantages, so two counters will be
used.

Now that we have reached the final form of the K-counters, the influence of the
non-ideal counters on the PLL can be determined. First the comparison-level must me
calculated. This is the value at which the counter will start counting and at which it
will reset itself. Remember that the counters count from approximately -~ to ~.
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The expression for Urn] taking into account a starting value of UfO] becomes

Urn] = kiU[O] + 1 ~oki (1 - kf) (3.38)

(3.39)

The starting and final value of the counter will be plus and minus k*. Since the situation
around zero phase-error is most important 10 is made equal to !. The final value will
than be reached after n = 2k steps,

1

k* = _k~kk* +~ (1- k~k)
, 1 - ki '

The resulting expression is

k* = ~ 1- klk
1 - k· 1 +k~k, , (3.40)

For ki = 0.98 and k =20 this results in k* = 9.59, meaning that the counter needs to be
reset to a value of -9.59 and count up to a value of 9.59. This is achieved in exactly 40
steps of ~ each. When the counter is however supplied with 20 steps of 1 each, the final
value will be larger that 9.59, due to the reduced influence of the non-ideal ki. For any
given 10 the number of steps it takes to count from -k* to k* can be calculated using

k* = ~l-kr
1 - kj 1 +ki

In this equation n is the number of steps it takes to reach the final value,

k*(l - ki) 1 - k!l_"---_--'- = __I

10 1 +ki
k*(l- ki) k*(1- ki) k!' = 1 _ k!'

10 + 10 ' ,

k!' = 10 - k*(1 - ki)
, 10 +k*(1- ki)

In (10 -1:. l-k; )
10+k· l-k;n = --'--.,..--"':'--'-"-

In ki

The frequencies of the carry and borrow signals are given by

Mfa . 1+ kdOeIe = -k-' with kc= nand 10 =
e 2

, Mfa . 1 - kdOe
Jb = -k-' wIth kb = nand 10 =

b 2

(3.41)

(3.42)

(3.43)

(3.44)

(3.45)

(3.46)

(3.47)

These last two equations can be rewritten to give an expression for the transfer function
of the phase detector. The non-idealities of the counters have effectly been 'moved'to
the phase detector,

(3.48)

(3.49)

A graph showing the transfer functions of the phase detector can be drawn using ex
pression (3.49).
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Figure 3.10: Transfer function of phase detector, for k=20

In figure 3.10 the transfer function is shown for k=20, and kdideal = 2. The number
associated with each graph is ~ki, equal to 11- kil. For the ideal transfer function 6ki
is O.

In figure 3.11 the transfer function is shown for k=40. From the graphs can be
learned that the influence of the non-ideal counters, especially for small phase-errors, is
small. For large phase-errors one of the counters will no longer reach the final value.
The average input signal to this counter is than too small, resulting in only one of the
two counters being operational.

Only for large 6ki the effective value of kd is increased. This higher value of kd must
be used to determine k1 and k2 using equations 3.21 and 3.22. Another thing to notice
from the graphs is that for large phase-errors the effective output of the phase detector is
larger than 1. This increases the output frequency range of the PLL. In a later section,
when simulating the counters in HSPICE, values of 6.k; less than 1% are found. For
those values changes in the phase detector's transfer function, compared with the ideal
transfer function, are negligible.

3.5 Output phase jitter

As mentioned earlier, introducing a divided K-counter causes phase jitter in the output
signal of the PLL. This phase jitter is caused by the periodic overflow of both counters.
Attempts were made to find an expression for the phase jitter. No literature was found
describing the output phase jitter for this or a similar structure. Articles found (of which
[6J is representative) describe a structure using a so-called 'binary phase detector' and
an ordinary K-counter. The problem with the structure used for the 81 PLL is that the
occurance of a carry or borrow pulse is not a random process. Another problem is that
the uncertainty lies in the time the pulse occurs, not in the amplitude of the pulse. All
this inhibits the use of stochastic signal theory. There are however two ways of finding
an indication of the phase jitter. One way is to write a computer program to simulate
the PLL, the second is to use probabilities and (unvalid) assumptions.
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Figure 3.11: Transfer function of phase detector, for k=40

3.5.1 Calculating output phase jitter using a computer program

It is possible to write a computer program to obtain an indication of the phase jitter.
The structure of such a program could be as follows:

* initialise variables
while (not ready)
begin

While (in this period of the input signal)
begin

* update K2 counters
* update N2 counter and change output of second phase detector

when necessary

* update Kl counters

* update input signal and change output of first phase detector
when necessary

* update Ni counter and change output of both phase detectors
when necessary

end

* determine output phase

* update value of E(te)
* update value of E(te-2)

end

Calculate output phase jitter
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In this program E(te) stands for E(8e ), the average output phase. Similarly E(te A 2)
stands for E(O;), the average output phase squared. With these two quantities the
standard deviation of the output phase, in which the phase jitter is e.xpressed, can be
calculated,

(3.50)
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Figure 3.12: Phase jitter calculated with computer program

In figure 3.12 the phase jitter is shown for different values of ki, with Wn equal to
271"5000 radians per second. A phase jitter larger than approximately 70 degrees per
period means that the loop is not in lock. The input frequency was set to be equal to
the center frequency of the loop. At the start of the program the initial values for the
counters were chosen zero. When the starting values are not chosen equal to zero, the
graphs will be different but the phase jitter is in the same order of magnitude. In this
graph however phase jitter is absent in two instances. This is caused by the action of
the PLL, synchronising the carry and borrow signals. This is best explained for a first
order PLL and a ki equal to 1. Assume that this first order loop is in lock, and that the
input frequency equals the free running frequency fo of the PLL. Furthermore assume
that the carry pulse leads the borrow pulse and that phase jitter occurs. At the moment
that phase jitter occurs, the output phase leads in comparison with the input phase.
Because of the structure of the loop the down-counter receives more pulses than the
up-counter. The effect of this is that the borrow pulse 'catches up' with the carry pulse.
This is repeated over several periods of the output signal, until the carry and borrow
pulse occur in the same period of the output signal. The regulating action of the loop
stops (there is no phase difference between input and output signals), and the carry and
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(3.54)

(3.51)

(3.52)

borrow pulses will keep occurring in the same period of the output signal. Phase jitter
is now equal to zero. This process will also occur in a second order loop, but only when
specific conditions are met.

Using the phase jitter the probability that jitter occurs in a certain period of the
output signal can be calculated. This however under the assumption that when jitter
occurs the output phase is shifted over ±3JJ' degrees. Inspection of the output phase
shows that this assumption is not correct in a very limited number of cases. Under this
assumption an alternative expression for the standard deviation of the output phase can
be found.

E(Oe) == 0

(
360)2 ( 360)2({==E(O;)= N .p++ - N .p-

2 (360) 2
(7(Je == N . Pjitter (3.53)

In expression (3.52) P+ stands for the probability that a phase jitter of 3~O degrees oc
curs, P_ stands for the probability that a phase jitter of-~ degrees occurs. Rewriting
expression (3.53) results in an expression for the probability of phase jitter occuring in
a certain period of the output signal.

P (N(7(J.)2
jitter == 360

This means that for (18. = 15 and N == 12 the probability that jitter occurs in a certain
output period is 0.25.

As stated earlier a coarse indication of phase jitter can also be found using probabil
ities.

3.5.2 Calculating output phase jitter using probabilities

The jitter calculated in this section should be used as a first estimate. This because the
assumptions made in this section are unvalid. The assumptions necessary to calculate
the jitter are:

• The phase jitter is independent of (and not influenced by) the PLL action.

• The phase jitter contains no periodic component (this unvalid assumption does
not influence the results).

• The phase error is equal to zero.

In figure 3.13 the input configuration of counter N1 is shown. C1 is the carry signal
of K-counter 1, B1 is the borrow signal of K-counter 1 etc. The probabilities that these
signals occur in a certain period of the output signal are:

N
PCI == 2k

1
(3.55)

N
PBI == 2k

1
(3.56)

N
Pc') == 2k

2
(3.57)

N
PB') == 2k

2
(3.58)
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Figure 3.13: Input configuration of counter Nt

Because a probability is between 0 and 1, these equations are only valid for kt > r;
and k 2 > r;. The combined occurance of the carry and borrow pulses will or will not
cause phase jitter. The combined effect of these signals is shown in table 3.1. In the left
collums of this table, a 0 means that the signal does not occur, and a 1 that it does.
From this table the probability of a certain phase error can be derived.

(3.59)

(3.60)

(3.61 )

(3.62)

In the same manner expressions for P360 and P_~ can be found. The resulting expres-
• N N

Slons are

and

P360 = (2k1 - N)(2k2 - N) +N 2 N(2k 1 + 2k2 - 2N)
N 4k1k2 4k1k 2

P 360 = P360-tr N

(3.63)

(3.64)

The standard deviation of the phase jitter can be calculated using 3.50, with E(Be) = O.

(
360)2 (360)2

(TO. = 2 2 N P2~ +2 N P3~O (3.65)

From this last equation a graph can be drawn.
Figure 3.14 shows that the phase jitter calculated in this manner is in the same order

of magnitude as the phase jitter calculated using computer simulations.
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Table 3.1: Influence of carry and borrow signals on output phase

C1 C2 B1 B2 ~(Je divided by ~
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 -1
0 0 1 0 -1
0 0 1 1 -2
0 1 0 0 +1
0 1 0 1 0
0 1 1 0 0
0 1 1 1 -1
1 0 0 0 +1
1 0 0 1 0
1 0 1 0 0
1 0 1 1 -1
1 1 0 0 +2
1 1 0 1 +1
1 1 1 0 +1
1 1 1 1 0

3.6 Extra features of the switched current ADPLL

In this section two extra features of the switched current ADPLL are discussed, no
in-depth analyses is presented.

The extra features concern the build up of the liD-counter, as shown in the previous
chapter, figure 2.7. They result from the possibility to make Icarry and Iborrow different
from IN.

When Icarry and Iborrow are equal to each other but smaller than IN, the effective k
of the K-counter increases. Assume that the k of the K-counter is set to k. Furthermore
assume that l carry = Iborrow = ~IN' Each time the K-counter overflows the value of the
N-counter is increased or decreased by ~. In comparison with the situation where Icarry

and Iborrow are equal to IN now three overflows of the K-counter are necessary to increase
or decrease the N-counter by 1. Effectively the k of the K-counter is increased to 3k.
This method of obtaining high values for k will probably decrease output phase jitter.
The influence of this method on the effective transfer function of the phase detectors is
unknown.

Secondly [carry and horrow can be made different from each other. Assume that
l carry = ~IN and that Iborrow = ~IN' Furthermore assume that the loop is of first
order and that the input frequency equals the center frequency fa of the PLL. For the
loop to remain in lock an equal amount of (effective) carry and borrow signals must be
generated. Each carry puIs increases the output phase by ~ 3:J degrees, each borrow
pulse decreases the output phase by ~ 3~,o degrees. The influence of the carry pulses on
the output phase must cancel the influence of the borrow pulses, so twice the number of
carry pulses (compared with the number of borrow pulses) must be generated. For this
to happen the phase error must be 60 degrees. In the same manner the second order
PLL will also lock at a certain phase error when the input frequency is not equal to
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Figure 3.14: Phase jitter calculated using probabilities

the center frequency of the loop. A consequence of using different values for Icarry and
Iborrow is that the hold range of the PLL is different for frequencies higher and lower
than /0,
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Chapter 4

Implementation of the main loop
components

In this chapter the realisation of the different loop components is discussed. The PLL is
comprised of three main blocks, K-counters, N-counters and phase detectors. The loop
components themselves are comprised of smaller structures. First these smaller struc
tures will be described, after which they will be combined to form the main components
of the PLL.

The graphs shown in this chapter are made using the HSPICE simulation program,
with the final transistor dimensions. The supply voltage is 3.3 Volt. A clock frequency
of 5.46 MHz is used. The rise and fall times, as well as the time between the two clock
signals are chosen at 7.5 ns. Inquiries have shown that this is a good estimate. The
clock signals are shown in figure 4.9, later in this chapter.

NMOS PMOS

Figure 4.1: Symbols used for the transistors

The transistors, as shown in figure 4.1, are enhancement transistors. All bulk contacts
are connected to Vdd (for PMOS transistors) and V"" (for NMOS transistors).

4.1 Hardware realisation of the SI integrator

As mentioned before the counters are based on a switched current integrator. First the
cascoding technique is explained. After this the switched current memory cell used in
the integrator is described. With two memory cells the integrator itself is constructed.

4.1.1 Cascoding a transistor

Cascoding is a technique to reduce the output conductance of a transistor. Cascoding
is used in all the 51 components of the PLL. In the following analysis the bulk effect is
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neglected.

v~

Id

gds

(4.1)

Figure 4.2: Simple current source

The transistor shown in figure 4.2 is used as a constant current source. The transistor
can be modelled as a current source in parallel with a conductance. The current supplied
by the source is dependent on the gate voltage VI' The conductance is due to the channel
modulation of the transistor. The output conductance gds is given by

aId ( )2
gds = aVd" = k ~" - VT A~ IdA

To obtain a better current source the output conductance of the transistor must be
reduced. This can be accomplished by cascading the transistor, as shown in firgure 4.3.

~
~ M2

~
~ MI

gds2

Vs ~--'

gdsl

r gm Vs

Figure 4.3: Cascoded current source

Both transistors are saturated. Using the small signal diagram the output conduc
tance gd" can be calculated,

gd"lgds2
gd" = ------

gdsl +gd,,2 +gm2
gd,,2

gds ~ gdd--
gm2

The output conductance of the current source is reduced by a factor ~,
9d.2

(4.2)

(4.3)

(4.5)

(4.4)
1

A2=---
VearlyL2

gm2 '" 2y'Idk _ TI" V2J.LCox JW"TL
'" I \ - Yearly I V I'Y 2.LJ2

gd,,2 d/\ d

Equation (4.5) shows that in order to obtain a large reduction of gd", the area of the
cascoding transistor must be large. With this cascoding, reduction of the output con
ductance by a factor of 100 or more is easily obtained.
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4.1.2 The 51 memory cell

The memory cell used in this design is a so-called second generation type. This cell is
capable of storing and reproducing a current at a later time.

Vdd

lin +1 +2 lout
~--,-----+-~-

Ml

V88

Inn 'Lon
+1 L--.J L-J l-J 011'

On

OD'

(4.6)

Figure 4.4: Second generation memory cell

The memory cell shown in figure 4.4 needs two non-overlapping clock signals. When
a clock signal is high, the corresponding switches are closed. During phase </>1 transistor
M1 is diode-connected, with a current J + lin flowing through the transistor. The
corresponding Vg., is stored on the hold-capacitor. When phase </>1 ends the gate-source
voltage of the transistor remains unchanged. During the following phase </>2, the output
current is equal to minus the input current. This proces is expressed in equation (4.6),

1
Ioutln] = -I;n[n - "2]

lin
Me 1.8~

IMa +1

c

M2

Ml

Vdd

Vss

lout

Figure 4.5: Technical realisation of the memory cell

Figure 4.5 shows the technical realisation of the memory cell. M1 is the memory
transistor. The current source J is realised with transistor M4 • Transistors M2 and M3

are added as cascoding transistors for M1 and M4 respectively. The gate-voltages of
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the cascoding transistors are chosen as indicated to make the cell comply with a (self)
chosen convention. This convention states that a circuit sourcing current must be able
to do so to a voltage between 1 and 2 Volts. The output impedance of the l;urrent source
must be high when the output voltage lies between 1 and 2 Volts. In the same manner
a circuit sinking current must generate at the input a voltage between 1 and 2 Volts.
Because of this convention current mode circuits can be interconnected without paying
further attention to node voltages.

The switches are implemented using NMOS transistors. Transistors Ma replace the
switch between the gate and the drain of the memory transistor. At the end of <1>1,
these transistors are switched off and charge is removed from the hold-capacitor C. This
because of the gate-source capacitances of transistors Ma . This causes the voltage on
the gate of the memory transistor to drop, resulting in an error in the output current.
To overcome this problem the clock feedthrough compensation transistor Mb is added.
At the start of period 4>2 this transistor delivers charge to the hold capacitor. Because
both the gate-source and gate-drain capacitance aid in supplying the charge, only one
transistor is needed. Note that the area of Mb is about that of a single transistor Ma •

The size of transistor Mb and the voltage change at Mb'S gate determine the amount of
charge added at this stage,

Qadded = WbLbCox(LlVgs - VT) (4.7)

When a memory cell is realised on a chip, the size of Mb can no longer be changed.
Equation (4.7) shows that the clock feed through compensation can still be influenced
by changing the amplitude of the signal driving Mb. Transistor Me is a result from the
chosen layout and not necessary for the clock feedthrough compensation. The layout
for this switch was found in [7], page 330.

This second generation memory cell performs a delay of the input signal over half a
clock period. To delay the input current over a full clock period two memory cells must
be connected in series, figure 4.6.

12

$1 $2 $1-------r---t------- ----r----;--~
II

Figure 4.6: Switched current delay cell

Vdd

----13

Vss

To prevent overcrowding of the schematics, from now on the simplified versions of the
memory cells are used, with ideal switches and current sources. Assume that a certain
clock feedthrough error does occur. The error currents introduced by MI and M2 are
leI and Ie2 respectively. The output current 13 can now be calculated,

12 [n + ~] = -h [n] + leI, (4.8)

13 [n +1] =-h [n + ~] +Ie2' (4.9)
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(4.10)

According to equation (4.10) cancellation of errors can occur. After simulating this
delay cell for different sizes of the clock feedthrough compensation transistors it became
clear that the delay cell can be described with :

(4.11)

The amplification factor ki and the offset current Iojbet in equation (4.11) are both
dependent on the clock feedthrough compensation charge. By varying the size of these
transistors a k i very close to 1 can be obtained. The offset current can be compensated
for by adding a fixed current to the input of the delay cell.

With this delay cell the current integrator can be constructed.

4.1.3 The SI current integrator

lin Iuit

Figure 4.7: Non-ideal integrator

Figure 4.7 shows the block diagram of the current integrator. The amplifier marked kj
depicts the amplification factor introduced by the switched current delay cell, but is not
physically implemented. This amplification factor ki of the delay cell is the same factor
ki as introduced in chapter 3.

lautl10u12

V.._-----'-- L..-_----L__-'-__...l...-__-----'--_

-----.----------.---,----------.- Vdd

Figure 4.8: Switched current integrator

The SI current integrator is shown in figure 4.8. The delay cell comprises of M1 and
M2. The output is connected to the input (via the switch marked <PI, between the drains
of MI and M2), so forming the core of the integrator. Transistors M3 and M4 copy the
current flowing through respectively MI and M2 and provide the output currents of the
integrator. The values of the output currents are only valid during one clock phase, the
one provided by M3 for instance is only valid during phase <P2'

The top graph of figure 4.9 shows the current through Mi' The bottom graph shows
the clock signals, with the voltage at node 101 being <PI and the voltage at node 102 being
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Figure 4.9: Signals in the switched current integrator

4>2. These node numbers have been used for the clock signals all through this thesis. The
current peak at the beginning of <PI is caused by charge deposited on the hold capacitor
by the various switches. During phase 4>1 the input current is stored. Because of the
capacitor and the conductance of M1 this happens via an exponential curve. At the
end of <PI charge is removed from the hold-capacitor, the current through M1 drops. At
the start of </>2 the charge is (partially) replaced on the capacitor. During phase <P2 M1

delivers current to M2 , so the current through M1 remains constant. The figure shows
that the charge replacing the removed charge is too small. The current-error is (mostly)
cancelled by the current-error introduced in the cell of M2. Simulations showed that
with this clock feedthrough compensation k i was closest to 1. No reason was found why
ki is dependent on clock feedthrough compensation. Also the region in which ki is close
to 1 is limited. When the signal current through M1 exceeds a certain threshold (both
positive and negative) the operation of the integrator deteriorates rapidly (ki is than no
longer close to 1). The most probable explanation is that this dependency is caused by
all the non-lineair parasitic capacitors surrounding the transistors.

Next to an integrator, a counter also needs a comparator to reset the integrator.

4.2 The current comparator

A comparator is necessary to detect when the output current of the integrator has
reached a certain level. When this level is reached the reset section of the counter is
activated.

The comparator shown in figure 4.10 is a so-called switched comparator, and is an
adaptation of the circuit described in [8]. It detects the sign of the input current. It is
constructed using two inverters (M1,2 and M3,4) and a switch (Ms). The inverters are
connected to form a loop with positive feedback. Because of this feedback they support
each other's output state.

In figure 4.11 the transfer function of an inverter is shown. During clock phase ¢>2
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M2 M4

Vdd

1 f------' 2

lin i
Ml M3

Vss

Figure 4.10: Switched comparator

the input and output terminals are connected to each other by switch Ms, meaning
that Vu = Vi. This line is also shown in figure 4.11. It crosses the transfer function of
the inverter in one point, VI and V2 settle to approximately! Vdd. When current lin is
flowing in positive direction (towards node 1, as shown in figure 4.10), VI rises slightly
and V2 drops slightly. This because of the finite amplification of the inverters and the
resistance of switch Ms. When Ms is switched off at the end of </>2, the induced voltage
difference between VI and V2 is amplified by the positive feedback loop. VI will reach
Vdd and V2 will reach V"". When lin is negative VI will drop slightly and V2 will rise
slightly during </>2, After phase </>2 VI will reach V"" and V2 will reach Vdd. Either point
1 or 2 can be regarded as the output of the comparator.

Figure 4.12 was drawn using the circuit of figure 4.10, and shows the different signals
of the comparator.

The operation of the comparator is influenced by the clock feedthrough of Ms. When
this transistor is switched off charge is removed from nodes 1 and 2. If the input current
is supplied by an ideal current source and no further circuitry is connected to nodes 1
and 2, the clock feedthrough charge has no influence on the operation of the comparator.
Equal amounts of charge are removed from points 1 and 2, and since the capacitance
at these points are the same VI and V2 will drop in equal amounts. This voltage-drop
has no influence on the results of the comparation. When the comparator is used in
the counter, the capacitances on nodes 1 and 2 are different. Because of this, different
voltage drops are caused in VI and V2 • Also the amounts of charge removed from nodes
1 and 2 are different. This because Ms switches from the linear region via the saturation
region to cut off. In the unloaded comparator Ms switches directly from the linear region
to cut off. The net influence of different capacitance on points 1 and 2 results in an
offset. The input current at which the comparator's output signal switches between
the two states is not equal to zero. The influence of this offset on the operation of the
counter is negligible, as will be shown in the next section.

The comparator can be provided with a current (very close to 0) due to which it
cannot make a decision between the two logic levels before the end of clock phase 4>1.
The remaining part of the counter circuit namely needs time to process the output of
the comparator. Simulations were made using extracted parasitic capacitances from the
layout. The current range in which a decision was made too late was found to be less
than 40 fA wide. When the input current lies within this very small range, circuit noise
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Figure 4.11: Transfer function of the inverter

will probably 'force' a decision. Because of the way the integrator is reset, even a false
decision at this point will have very little effect on the operation of the counters.

4.3 The K-counter

To explain the operation of the counter shown in figure 4.13 current source lcount is
connected. Output current lout2 of the integrator is provided by M3 (figure 4.8) and
valid during clock phase ¢2. M4 provides loutr. which is valid during ¢l. The inverting
buffer (a current mirror) is necessary for the correct operation of the integrator. When
switch Ms is opened the voltage at the input of the comparator is close to Vss or Vdd.

A low voltage at this point will cause M3 of the integrator to go into the linear region,
reducing the voltage on the gate of M l .

Assume that the reset section is not active. The input current of the integrator is
-Icount (Icount being positive as shown). Because of the integrator action current I out2

increases each clock period with an amount equal to I count . Current lout! decreases each
period with the same amount. From output current lout2 reference current lcompk is
substracted. The resulting current is buffered and fed to the current comparator. When
lout2 is smaller than lcompk the current to the current comparator is positive (flowing to
the comparator). This will cause the comparator's output voltage to become close to
Vss. Switch M r is open and the reset current will not reach the integrator. Current I out2

will continue to rise with each clock cycle, until it exceeds lcompk. The current flowing to
the comparator is now negative. The comparator's output voltage becomes close to Vdd.

Switch Mr is closed and current Ireset is fed to the integrator. In the next clock period
I oun is reduced by Ireset - Icount. In this period the current flowing to the comparator
becomes positive again and M r is switched off. This proces will keep repeating itself.
The output signal of the K-counter is the reset signal, which is activated each time the
counter overflows.

The top graph of figure 4.14 shows the input current of the comparator, the middel
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Figure 4.12: Signals of the current comparator

graph the clock signals and the bottom graph the output. The output current of the
integrator is valid during phase <P2' In this phase the comparator reads the input current
(output voltage of the comparator is approximately ~Vdd). The output voltage of the
comparator will move towards a final value immediately after <P2 ends (and before <P1
begins). The reset current will or will not be supplied during <PI, the clock phase in
which the integrator reads an input current. The advantage of closing switch Mr before
<PI starts is that the integrator will have enough time to process the reset current. The
output signal of the K-counter coincides with the output signal of the comparator, and
is hence a valid logic level during clock phase <Pl'

To make full use of the integrator's limited range the value of Ireset must be made
twice that of Icompk (assuming that the comparator has no offset current). The signal
currents within the integrator are than between -Icompk and Icompk. The value k of the
K-counter (as used in chapter 3) is given by:

k = Ireset

Icount
(4.12)

(4.13)

Because of the construction of the reset section, an offset in the comparator has (ideally)
no influence on the factor k. This offset will however shift the range ofthe signal currents
within the integrator. The offset current of the comparator can be compensated for by
adding it to Icompkl

1 Ireset I
compk = -2- + 011setcomp

In equation (4.13) Iolfsetcomp is the offset current of the comparator.
The unabbreviated circuit of the K-counter I together with transistor dimensions are

given in the next section.
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Figure 4.13: Block diagram of the K-counter

Table 4.1: Transistor dimensions of the K-counter

Transistor W (in pm) L (in pm)
M I ,2,9,13 24 4.8
M 7 ,8,12,16 30 4.8
M3,4,10,I4 30 2.4
MS,6,ll,lS 30 2.4

M 3I •32 ,3S.36 4.8 6.4
M33,34,37,38 10.8 4.8
Ms1 ,s4,sSa,sSb 8 4.8

Ms2,s2a,s3,s3a 4.8 4.8
Ms2b,s2c,s3b,s3c 5.2 4.8

Ms31 ,s41 10 2.4

4.3.1 Final circuit of the K-counter

Figure 4.15 shows the complete circuit of the K-counter. M I and M2 are the memory
cell transistors. Mg and M I3 provide the output currents of the integrator. Transistors
M 7 , Mg , M12 , and M16 are the constant current sources supplying the current J. Ma,
M4 , Ms, M6 , MlO , Mll , M14 and MIS are cascoding transistor. The remaining transis
tors in the integrator (marked Msxx , with xx being a number) are switches and clock
feedthrough compensation transistors. The inverting buffer between the integrator and
the comparator is made with M31 to M34 • The current comparator comprises of M3S to
M3S and MB31 • Finally M s41 is the switch which switches the reset current. The memory
cell including M1 is supplied with a signal current via two switches, M sI and M s4 ' To
induce equal error currents in the memory cells, the cell including Ma must have the
same configuration. This explains the use of two transistors Mssa and MsSb in parallel.
Note that equal error currents of the two memory cells compensate.

The dimensions of the transistors are shown in table 4.1. Both capacitors are 0.2 pF.
Wherever matching of transistors was important a minimum length or width of 4.8J.Lm

was chosen. Current J is approximately 19.3pA. M I ,2 have a width of 24pm to obtain
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Figure 4.14: Signals of the K-counter

a fast enough response to changes in the input current (when diode connected). M9,13

mirror the current through M1,2. The cascoding transistors have large area (needed
for a high output impedance) and large T (to limit the minimum Vds below which the
transistor goes into the linear region). The transistor dimensions of the inverters used
in the comparator are chosen for Vu = Vi to be close to 1.65 V when the inverter is
shorted, and that the current through the transistors is than approximately lOJLA. The
transistors of the inverting buffer are not cascoded since, for an input current of Op.A,
the voltages at the buffer's input and output terminals are equal. The dimensions of the
switches are chosen for a low on-resistance. Switch M s41 has about twice the ~ of the
other switches since it conducts twice the current. The clock feedthrough compensation
transistors M s2b,s2c,s3b,s3c have a somewhat larger width than M s2 ,s2a,s3,s3a. Simulations
have shown that this is necessary to obtain a ki close to 1 for a switching voltage of 3.3
Volt at the gates of Ms2b,s2c,s3b,s3c.

4.3.2 Simulation results of the K-counter

The K-counter is simulated as shown in figure 4.16. Interrupting an ideal current source
results in very high voltages, so MI , M2 • M3 and M4 are added to mirror Icount a.nd
Ireset. The width and length of these transistors are both 9.6p.m, but this does not
influence the results. Icompk is not interrupted and can be applied without current
mirror. V outl conducts current loutl delivered by the integrator. M s a.nd Vswitch are
added to replace the remaining part of the PLL. The width and length of M s are 8p.m
and 2.4P.ID respectively.

The range of the integrator was found to be from -8p.A to 8p.A. lreset is chosen
14p.A to stay within these limits. The offset of the comparator was found to be 0.5JLA.
Therefore lcompk is made 7.5JLA (according to equation (4.13». For simulation purposes
a k of 20 is chosen, making lcount 0.7p.A.

In figure 4.17 the current through M2 of the integrator is shown. The clock signal at
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Figure 4.15: Schematic diagram of the K-counter

(4.14)

(4.15)

the gate of the clock feedthrough compensation transistors switches between 0 and 3.3
Volts.

The error I 6.ki I can be determined using the difference between the minimum
current step and the maximum current step, with I 6.kj I being the difference between
k j and 1. Assume that the signal currents in the integrator lie between -~ and
~, and that extreme steps made in the signal current occur here. This assumption
is correct when the non-ideal behaviour of the integrator can be fully described with a
first order term. Higher order terms are neglected, since the influence of these is small.
The smallest and largest step size are given by:

t Ireset I6.k I+1s epsmallest = - -2- j count

Ireset I Ak I I
steplargest = -2- U j + count
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Figure 4.16: Circuit for simulating the K-counter

Rewriting these equations delivers the expression for lilkj I,

lilk
i

1= stePlargest - stepsmallest

[reset
(4.16)

Simulation results in step sizes between O.64JlA and 0.68J-LA. [count was 0.7J-LA, so the
offset current of the integrator is -O.04j.lA. The non-ideality factor I ilki I is approxi
mately 0.003. This is a very small deviation from 1, the (effective) transfer function of
the phase detector will be close to ideal.

In figure 4.18 the current through M2 is shown in case the clock feedthrough com
pensation charge is altered. The top graph is made with the gate of the compensation
transistor switching between 0 and 3 Volts. The bottom graph with this voltage switch
ing between 0 and 3.6 Volts. The graphs clearly indicate that ki deviates from 1, being
lower (kj = 0.93) for the top graph and higher (ki = 1.07) for the bottom graph. The
simulation results show that this K-counter can be used in the PLL, and that non
idealities can still be compensated for after the chip is produced.

4.4 The N-counter

The N-counter should produce a valid logical signal. This signal is used by a digital
phase detector, so it may not have a third level between the logical 1 and O. The third
output level of the K-counter (1.65 Volt) can disrupt the operation of the phase detector.
A N-counter also provides the output ofthe phase-locked loop. Therefore the duty cycle
of the output of the N-counter is preferably 50 %. To accomplish this the K-counter is
extended using an extra comparator (to provide a 50 % duty cycle) and a D-flipflop (to
remove the 1.65 Volt output level).

The standard symbol for the NAND gates is used, section 4.5.4 deals with the im
plementation.

4.4.1 The D-flipflop

The D-flipflop is used to turn the three-state comparator's output signal in a (two state)
digital signal. During one of the clock phases the output level of the comparator is 1.65
Volt, during the other clock period the output is a valid logic level. The function of the
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Figure 4.17: Current through M2 of the integrator

D-flipfl.op is 'reading' the comparator's output while it is valid, and holding the previous
level while it is unvalid.

The diagram of the D-flipflop is shown in figure 4.19. There are three inputs, D, D
and <P and two outputs, Q and Q. Input signal <P is either clock signal <PI or <P2. The
D-f1.ipfl.op comprises of a set-reset flipflop (N3 and N4) and an input section (N1 and
N2 ).

Assume that the output level of the comparator is valid. Clock signal 4> is high, the
input signals are transported continuously through the input section and the SR-flipfl.op
to the output. During the next clock period the output level of the comparator is non
valid (1.65 Volt). Input signal 4> is low, both nodess Rand S are high so the SR-flipflop
holds the previously stored level. Note that while 4> is low, the input voltage of 1.65 Volt
does not influence the output levels of N1 and N2 . This assures that the SR-flipflop will
hold the stored level.

4.4.2 Final circuit of the N-counter

The final circuit of the N-counter is shown in figure 4.20. The transistor dimensions
of the inverting buffer and the comparator are the same as those of the corresponding
transistors in the K-counter. The output of the K-counter is current loutl' Ideally this
current is positive for half a period and negative for half a period. To be able to influence
the duty cycle of the output signal an extra current ldutycycle is added. The resulting
current is buffered and fed to a current comparator. The D-flipflop converts the output
signals of the comparator to a valid logic signal. The output signal will, because of tills
construction, only change at the beginning of clock period 4>2' If the D-flipflop and the
comparator are connected as shown in figure 4.20, ldutycycle determines the time of the
rising edge of output Q. This output Q is connected to the (negative edge sensitive)
phase detector, so changing the duty cycle will not influence the lock of the PLL.
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Figure 4.18: Current through M2 of the integrator for two different switching voltages
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Figure 4.19: Circuit diagram of the D-flipflop

4.4.3 Simulation results of the N-counter

In figure 4.21 the circuit for simulating the N-counter is shown. M}, M2, M3 and M4

mirror Ireset and l count • Idutycycle is made 0, Ireset is made 12j.tA. This is much lower than
the actual 16j.tA range. The reason for this is that the amplitude of the N-counter's input
signal is uncertain, depending on various carry and borrow signals. Two carry signals
can cause the input of the Nt-counter to be three times the average value. Therefore
Ireset must be reduced. Icompn is made 6.5 j.tA, and Icount 1j.tA. This will cause the
counter to go through a full output cycle in 12 clock periods.

The top graph of figure 4.22 shows the current through M2 of the integrator. The
middle graph shows the output of the duty cycle comparator and the bottom graph
output Q of the N-counter. Note that the falling edge of this signal follows closely after
the counter is reset.

The simulation shows that the N-counter produces a valid logic signal, as demanded
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Figure 4.20: Final circuit of the N-counter

lcompn ~

Vdd

Q. out

Vss

Figure 4.21: Circuit for simulating the N-counter

by the phase detector. It can therefore be used in the PLL without problems.

4.5 The phase detector

The phase detector is an edge triggered JK-master-slave-flipflop [1]. In the first section
the circuit of the phase detector is given and the operation examined, after which the
phase detector's transfer function is derived. In section 4.5.4 the NAND gates used
to build the phase detector are designed. Finally the simulation results of the phase
detector are shown.

4.5.1 The operation of the phase detector

The phase detector, figure 4.23, comprises of two SR-flipfiops and four NAND gates.
Careful examination shows that the phase detector can be regarded as a finite state
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Figure 4.22: Simulation results of the N-counter

UP in

DOWN in

D-r----r+-- UP out

D-J---+--'-- DOWN out

Figure 4.23: Block diagram of the phase detector

machine. The two states are represented by the outputs of the SR-flipflops.
As shown in figure 4.24 there are four possible states. These are shown as two

encircled figures, the first figure representing the output (output of Ns) of the system,
the second figure the output of the master flipflop (output of N4 ). The interconnecting
lines indicate the conditions under which the system changes states. The phase detector
is edge sensitive, the transfer from state 11 via 10 to state 00 for instance is only
dependent on a negative edge of DOWNin' The phase detector is sensitive to the falling
edges of the input signals. A falling edge of UPin causes UPout to go high and DOWNout

to go low. Similarly a falling edge of DOWNin causes UPout to go low and DOWNout
to go high.
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Figure 4.24: State diagram of the phase detector

4.5.2 Transfer function of the phase detector

~UPin

Il-_-'

'---_r-L.- DOWN in

L..-_r-L.- UP out

Figure 4.25: Phase detector signals for 0 degrees phase error

In figure 4.25 the various signals are shown for Be = 0 degrees. The two input signals
are 180 degrees out of phase, causing the duty cycle of UPout to be 50 %.

I
I 8e = -60

UP in

DOWN in

UP out

Figure 4.26: Phase detector signals for -60 degrees phase error

In figure 4.26 Be = -60 degrees. The duty cycle of UPout is less than 50 %.
In figure 4.27 Be = +60 degrees. The duty cycle of UPout is more than 50 %.
With the information from these figures a graph of the phase detector's transfer

function can be drawn.
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UP in

DOWN in

UP out

Figure 4.27: Phase detector signals for +60 degrees phase error

PD (8el
1

-180

-1

90 180 8e (in degr.....)

Figure 4.28: Transfer function of the phasedetector

The transfer function is shown in figure 4.28. The output value PD(Oe) is calculated
using:

(4.17)

Because of the linear relation between PD(Oe) and (Je, PD(Oe) is also expressed as
PD((Je) = kd(Je. When expressing (Je in cycles, this results in kd = 2. Because the phase
detector is edge sensitive, the duty cycles of the input signals do not influence the phase
detector's transfer function, and it can also be used as a frequency difference detector.

UP in

DOWN in

UP out

Figure 4.29: Phase detector signals for a frequency difference

The input signal with the higher frequency has a lot more falling edges per second
than the other signal. Because of this the associated output will be high most of the
time, as shown in figure 4.29. This is only correct for a large frequency difference. For
small differences the average value of UPout is a ramp function, with a frequency equal
to the difference in input frequencies.
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The phase and frequency sensitivety of the detector can be shown in one figure.

Wup - W down

Figure 4.30: Transfer function of the phase detector for a frequency difference

In figure 4.30 the behaviour of the phase detector is shown as a function of wup -Wdown

(wup being the frequency of the signal at UPin and Wdoum the frequency of the signal at
DOWNin). For wup = Wdown the detector is phase sensitive (indicated by the bold line).
For large frequency differences the detector is frequency-sensitive. For small frequency
differences the (time-average) output signal of the phase detector is a ramp. This range
is indicated by the shaded area.

4.5.3 Simulation results of the phase detector

To simulate the phasedetector two voltage sources are connected to the inputs. These
produce square waves of different frequencies. The rise and fall times of these signals
are 7.5 ns. To the outputs of the phase detector, in order to simulate the remainder off
the PLL, two load capacitors of 0.1 pF are connected.

The top graph of figure 4.31 shows input signal UPin, the bottom graph DOWNin.
The middle graph shows the output signal UPout. From the middle graph can be con
cluded that, with the load capacitors, the phase detector is fast enough to operate at a
clock frequency of 5.46 MHz. The circuitry of the internal loop components of the PLL
is now known. The next chapter will show how the different blocks must be connected
to form the second order PLL.

4.5.4 The NAND gate

The NAND gate is realised using the standard CMOS circuit, as shown in figure 4.32.
The transistor dimensions were chosen for optimal DC behaviour, meaning high er

ror margins for both output states. The resulting transistor dimensions are shown in
table 4.2
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Figure 4.31: Simulation results of the phase detector
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Figure 4.32: Transistor realisation of the NAND gate

Table 4.2: Transistor dimensions of the NAND gate

Transistor W (in Jlm) L (in Jlm)
M1 2.4 2.4
M2 3.2 2.4

M34 4 2.4
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Chapter 5

The second order PLL

In this chapter the construction of the PLL is reviewed. The first section deals with the
circuit buildup of the complete second order PLL, and the signal transfer between the
different loop components is discussed. The second section shows how the circuit of the
second order PLL can also be used as a variable frequency oscillator (VFO) and a first
order PLL. Finally the third section presents simulation results of the first order loop.

5.1 Interconnecting the loop components of the PLL

Figure 5.1 shows how the loop components must be interconnected to form the second
order PLL. This figure is simplified, to prevent it from overcrowding with details. All
current sources are implemented as current mirrors, currents are said to be positive
when flowing in the direction shown. Current sources providing Iresetk' Iresetn' Icompn,

lcompk, Idutycycle and the offset compensating currents are not shown.
The input signal enters the PLL via a D-flipflop, which assures that Kwp and

K1DOWN are presented with the correct input current. Imagine a situation where the
input signal is connected directly to UPin of phase detector POI' A negative edge in
the input signal can cause the output of POI to change at the end of clock phase 4>1.
Because of the gate-drain and gate-source capacitances of MI and M2 , extra currents
will flow to the Kl-counters. The K1-counters are provided with currents of uncertain
magnitude, disrupting the operation of the PLL. To prevent this the D-flipfiop at the
input of the PLL is added. Both POl'S inputs are than frozen during phase 4>1, so the
Kl-counters are provided with the correct input currents. The complementary outputs
of POI are connected to Kwp and KlDOWN via transistors MI and M2 • Only one of
the two counters Kwp and KlDOWN is increased during each clock period, the other
remains stationary. Two sources Ik] are used, to keep parasitic capacitance low when
the PLL is later implemented on a chip. The reset signals of Kwp and KlDOWN are
connected to M3 and M4 • If these signal are not active (logic 0), counter NI is provided
with current IN. When the output signal of Kwp is active, an extra current Icarry is
added to the input of N1 • This Icarry is of the same magnitude as IN, making the input
current of NI 2IN, advancing the counter by 2 instead of 1. In the same manner the
output signal of KlDOWN substracts Iborrow from IN, making the input current of Nl O.
This causes the value of counter NI to remain unchanged. M3, M4 and the surrounding
current sources perform the function of the liD-counter. The output of counter NI
is fed back to the phase detector, so forming the first loop of the PLL. The inverting
output of Nt is used as the output of the PLL. Because of the 180 degrees out-of-phase
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Figure 5.1: Circuit of the second order PLL

lock (introduced by the phase detector), the input and output signal of the PLL are in
phase. The second loop of the PLL is constructed in the same manner. The output of
the second loop's liD-counter is connected to the input of the first loop's liD-counter,
so Ms and M6 are controlled by the second loop.

By correctly choosing the currents the circuit can also be used as a VFO or a first
order PLL.

5.1.1 Alternative applications for the PLL's circuitry

The circuitry of the second order PLL can also be used as a VFO or a first order PLL.
This is convenient for testing the chip.

To use the circuitry as an oscillator currents I carry and Iborrow must be made o.
The N-counters are than only supplied with current IN and carry and borrow signals
generated by K1 and K2 no longer 'reach' the N-counters. The output frequency is given
by:

IN
lout = -l--Iclock

resetn
(5.1)
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(5.2)

Table 5.1: Currents used for the simulation

Current source current (in f.LA)
Iresetn 12

IN 1
Icarry 1

horroUJ 1
I compn 6.5
Iresetk 14

Ikl 0.875
lcompk 7.5
IOfftJct 0.07

Id"'tycycle 0

Equation (5.1) is only valid for ki = 1, i.e. ideal counters. This mode of operation of
the circuit shall later be used to determine the counter's IAkil and offset current.

Using the circuit as a first order PLL, only loop 1 is necessary. Icarry and Iborrow

are made equal in amplitude to IN. Loop characteristics are determines by IN and h
1

•

To render loop 2 inoperable, no reset signals may be generated by K2UP and K2DOWN.

This can be done by making Ik2 negative, causing the integrators of K 2up and K 2DOWN

to never reach the level at which they are reset. No reset signals are generated, switches
Ms and M6 are always turned off and only loop 1 is operative.

5.2 Simulation results of the first order loop

Because of the long computation time involved and the large amount of data generated,
a HSPICE simulation was made only of the first order loop. Furthermore, the purpose
of the simulation was to test the correct communication between the different loop
components, so simulating only the first order loop is adequate.

The transfer function of the first order loop is:

H(s) = O",(s) = 1
Oi(S) 1 + ST

With this transfer function the time-domain response to an input step () can be found,

(5.3)

(5.4)

Assume that 0 = 180 degrees. The loop is locked when 0", -0 is smaller than ~6J degrees.
Due to the output signal being phase-discrete distinguishing between lock and no-lock
for smaller phase errors is no longer possible. Under the presented conditions lock occurs
after about 2.5r (than 011. ~ gO). For simulation purposes the loop must lock after about
20 periods of the output signal. This corresponds with 44Jls (for lout =455kHz). Using

k
2.5r = 2.5 kdlo = 44 . 10-6

k is found to be approximately 16 (see chapter 3).
With this value of k in mind the currents were chosen as shown in table 5.1.
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The clock frequency was 5.46 MHz. The counters were assumed to be close to ideal,
Le. ki ~ 1. IojJset is an offset current fed to all the counters, the amplitude was
approximated using previous simulations.
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Figure 5.2: Input and output signal of the first order PLL

The top graph in figure 5.2 shows the PLL's input signal, the middle graph the output
signal (the output connected to the phase detector). The bottom graph shows signal
UPout of the phase detector. From the phase detector's output (from 40 J.Ls onwards)
can be deducted that the center frequency /0 of the PLL is less than 455 kHz. The
duty cycle of this signal is namely larger than 50 %, meaning that carry signals are
continuously generated to increase the PLL's output frequency. Frequency /0 is less
than 455 kHz because ki is not equal to l.

In figure 5.3 UPout of the phase detector is shown (middle graph), together with the
currents (values) in Kup (top graph) and KDOWN (bottom graph). From this figure
the influence of the phase detector's output on the counts held by the two counters is
clearly visible. Dependent on the output of the phase detector one of the two counters
advances, the other remains stationary.

The top graph of figure 5.4 shows the carry signal, the bottom graph the borrow
signal and the middle graph the current (value) in the N-counter. The figure shows that
during a carry pulse the N-counter is incremented by two times a unit step and that it
remains stationary during a borrow pulse.

The simulations show that no problems arise in the communication between the
different loop components. No futher problems are therefore expected when the first
order loop is extended to second order. This was supported by simulations of layout
extractions.

The current sources used in figure 5.1 are reviewed in the next chapter. In th~s

chapter the problems which arise when connecting the PLL to the outside world are
overcome.
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Chapter 6

Input and Output circuits of the
PLL

All the circuits mentioned are implemented on an integrated circuit. Because inter
nal signal currents are low, the circuits cannot deliver a decent signal to measurement
equipment. This is caused by the relatively high capacitic load presented by the chip's
output connection and the measurement equipment. With the chip's output connection
the combined bonding pad, wire and output pin are meant. Furthermore the capacitic
load of the output connections pose problems when supplying a current to the PLL.

To overcome these problems the various inputs and outputs of the PLL must be
buffered. The input (current) buffers are dealt with in the first section. The second
section treats the analog output buffers. The third section presents the digital output
buffers of the PLL.

6.1 Analog input buffers

The analog input buffers are necessary at input terminals via which a current is fed to
the PLL. The capacitic load of the chip's connections cause problems since most of the
currents are interrupted.

z Ml

Figure 6.1: Current input without analog input buffer

The situation without input buffer is shown in figure 6.1. The input current is
supplied by current source I. Because this current source is technically realised using
for instance a transistor, a non-linear impedance Z is placed in parallel with the current
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source. Capacitance C is the accumulated capacitance of the bonding pad, the chip's
output pin and any wires connected to it. Transistor M1 , M2 and M... are internal
transistors of the PLL, and represent the input configuration of a counter. When switch
M6 is switched off, the voltage at the input terminal of the chip rises since current I flows
in capacitor C. The rise in voltage is limited by impedance Z. During the next clock
period switches M... and M2 close, transistor MI is now diode-connected. The drain and
gate are connected to the input terminal of the chip. Two things can now happen.

• During the previous clock period the voltage acrosS C rose to a (relatively) high
level. When switches M" and M1 close this capacitor is shorted via MI' The high
peak current delivered by C destroys MI .

• M I is not destroyed. Because of capacitor C the system is however slow.

The first option renders the PLL inoperable. The second option states that the PLL
becomes slow.

Ml lIgm

'---__...J.--_---' Id

Figure 6.2: Small signal diagram of the unbuffered current input

Figure 6.2 shows the small signal diagram when the switches are closed. Both
impedance Z and the non-linear behaviour of the transistors are overlooked. Current
I is a step function. The voltage across C has no further influence on the circuit, it
only changes the amplitude of the step in I. The transfer function of the system is
approximated by

H( ) = Id(S)..... 1 (6.1)
S 1(8) ..... l+sr'

C
r =- (6.2)

gmt

Because of a high C, r is relatively large, limiting the PLL's clock frequency.
To overcome these problems an analog input buffer is needed which performs two

functions. It must prevent the voltage rise at the input terminal of the chip, so no
transistors are destroyed. Secondly the capacitance seen by the internal circuits of the
PLL must be reduced. These two functions can be realised using a simple current mirror,
as shown in figure 6.3.

Current I can flow continuously through transistor M3 , capacitor C only affects the
current through M3 when the source is first switched on. The capacitances affecting
the current through MI (and determining r) are now the drain-bulk and drain-gate
overlap capacitances of M4 • These are orders of magnitudes smaller than the terminal
capacitance C.

A double current mirror was used to be able to test the buffer with positive and
negative currents, see figure 6.4. The transistor dimensions are equal to those of the
transistors used in the current buffers preceeding a current comparator. Transistor M"
has a Wand L of 8p.m and 2.4p.m respectively. In figure 6.4 the current is supplied via
resistor R (1.5 Mf!), C (10 pF) replaces the terminal capacitance of the chip.
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Ml
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Figure 6.3: Current input with analog input buffer

r----l>------,--------r------,..-- Vdd

~20~

Ml

'----------'----------L----------''-----vss

Figure 6.4: Circuit used to simulate the analog input buffer

In figure 6.5 the top graph shows the current through M}, the middle graph the gate
voltage of M s and the bottom graph the current through R. Because the current mirror
is not cascoded, the change in current through M1 is not precisely equal to the current
through the resistor. From the graphs can be concluded that simple current mirrors can
be used as analog input buffers.

Three types of analog input buffers are used in the PLL, namely NMOS buffers,
PMOS buffers and CMOS buffers. With a CMOS buffer the buffer shown in figure 6.4 is
meant. The different buffers used in the PLL and their transistor dimensions are shown
in table 6.1

The first column of table 6.1 contains the names of the input terminals of the in
tegrated circuit, the second denotes the type of buffer used. Some currents (like for
instance Ik1 ) have two input terminals, to allow these currents to be bipolar and to still
be able to make this current exactly OILA. The buffers are bipolar in case high counting
values are needed and the offset current of the counters cannot be fully compensated
for. The third column shows the number of diode connected transistors at the input
terminal of the chip. These (primary) transistors are split up and placed on different
corners ofthe chip to achieve better matching with the various secondary (the not-diode
connected transistor of the current mirror) transistors. The current mirror at the Ireset

input terminal has two different sizes of secondary transistors, because the N- and K
counter need different reset currents. The current fed to this input terminal is of the
same magnitude as the reset current of the K-counter, the reset current of the N-counter
is ::: times this current. Transistor dimensions of the Idutllcyclel and Idutllcycle2 buffers
are the same as those of the current buffer preceeding the current comparator. Other
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Figure 6.5: Simulation results of the analog input buffer

buffer transistors all have small ~, to obtain a relatively high Vg " with small input
currents. The influence of differences in VT are than small.

6.2 Analog output buffers

The PLL has four analog outputs, namely the currents loutl of the four K-counters.
These are 'leftover' currents, and are provided as outputs for measurement purposes
only. In the event that the N-counters don't work, the K-counters can be tested using
these output terminals. The current outputs can also be used to observe the generation
of carry and borrow pulses. Because of this 'for emergency use only' character of the
currents involved no great care was taken designing the output current buffers.

The CMOS current buffer from the previous section is used. The buffer reduces the
capacitance seen by the transistors delivering lout!, necessary because these transistors
must be kept in their saturation regions.

6.3 Digital output buffers

The digital output signals of the PLL are provided by NAND gates (the NAND gates
in the D-flipflops of the N-counters). The digital outputs of the chip are presented with
a high capacitic load, for instance the input capacitance of a connected oscilloscope.
Because of this load and the low current provided by the NAND gates, the output
frequency for which a good logic signal is present at the chip's output is limited. To
provide a good logic signal for high frequencies a logic buffer that can deliver large
currents is necessary.

Logic output buffers are usually constructed using an array of inverters, as shown in
figure 6.6. Each inverter's transistors are a factor X wider than the transistors of the
preceeding inverter. Because of this the input capacitance of the (larger) inverter is X
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Table 6.1: Buffer types and transistor dimensions of the input buffers

Input Buffer type primary W (in JLm) L (in JLm) W (in JLm) L (in JLm)
terminal transistors primary primary secondary secondary

!,'lnmo.. NMOS 2 4.8 40 4.8 20
Iklpmo.. PMOS 2 4.8 40 4.8 20
Ik2 nmo.. NMOS 2 4.8 40 4.8 20
Ik2 pmo.. PMOS 2 4.8 40 4.8 20

IN NMOS 2 4.8 40 4.8 20
Icarry NMOS 3 4.8 60 4.8 20

Iborrow PMOS 3 4.8 60 4.8 20
I offnmo8 NMOS 2 4.8 40 4.8 20
I ofJpmo8 PMOS 2 4.8 40 4.8 20

Icompk NMOS 2 4.8 19.2 4.8 9.6
Icompn NMOS 2 4.8 19.2 4.8 9.6
Ireset PMOS 4 9.6 19.2 9.6 4.8

8.4 4.8
Idutycyclel CMOS
Idutycycle2 CMOS

times higher the input capacitance of the preceeding inverter. The current that can be
delivered is also X times larger. The final inverter drives the load capacitance of the
chip as were it the load capacitance of the next inverter.

Assume that the delay time of the NAND gate to the first inverter is td, and that the
driving capabilities of the NAND are the same as those of the inverter. The delay time
from the first inverter to the second inverter is, because of the larger input capacitance,
Xtd. The delay time from the second to the third inverter is also Xtd. Neglecting the
delay time from the NAND to the first inverter of the array, total delay time (Td) is
given by

(6.3)

For an array of N inverters the load capacitance is XN as high as the input capacitance
C of the first inverter,

C/oad = XNC (6.4)

Using equations (6.3) and (6.4) the factor X for which Td is minimal can be determined,

(6.5)

(6.6)

(6.7)

Simulations were made using these results. The load capacitor was chosen 30 pF. The
resulting buffer is capable of driving the load at high speeds, but the currents involved
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Figure 6.6: Digital output buffer
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Figure 6.7: Final digital output buffer

are large. Furthermore the transistors necessary are very large. Because of these disad
vantages a delay time longer than the minimum is tolerated, reducing both the buffer's
output current and the size of the transistors.

The final buffer, shown in figure 6.7, comprises of 4 inverters, each 3.98 times larger
than its precedent. This value of X is the result of a ratio between Cload and C of 250.
The resulting delay time is still small, the current delivered by the buffer is acceptable
and the transistors are not too large.

The different signals in figure 6.8 comply with the node numbers of figure 6.7. The
input of the buffer was driven by aNAND gate, the load capacitance was 30 pF. The rise
time of the signal supplied to both the NAND gate's inputs was 7.5 ns The delay time
introduced by this buffer can be derived from the top graph in figure 6.8 and is about
20 ns (the time difference between lines 1 and 5 crossing 1.65 Volt). The delay time is
small in comparison with the length of a clock period (about 183 ns). The maximum
current through the transitors of the final inverter is than about 7 rnA (see bottom
graph). Equal results are obtained when the input signal of the buffer is switched from
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Figure 6.8: Simulation results of the digital output buffer

Table 6.2: Transistor dimensions of the digital output buffer

Transistor W (in /-Lm) L (in /-Lm)
Mn 2.4 3.2
M12 5.2 2.4
M21 7.2 2.4
M22 20.8 2.4
M31 28.4 2.4
M32 82.4 2.4
M41 113.6 2.4
M42 328 2.4

logic 0 to logic 1.
The final transistor dimensions of the buffer are shown in table 6.2. The dimensions

of Mn and M12 cause the line Vu = Vi to cross the transfer function of the inverter in
approximately 1.65 Volt. The remaining transistors are chosen a factor 3.98 (X) larger
than the corresponding transistor in the preceeding inverter. Only the size of Mn does
not comply with this rule, because the width cannot be chosen smaller than 2.4/-Lm.
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Chapter 7

The integrated circuit

In this chapter the integrated circuit layout that was drawn of the PLL is described,
after which the functions of the integrated circuit's terminals are explained. Finally the
specifications of the finished chip are given and compared with the specifications of a
similar, commercially available integrated circuit.

7.1 The layout of the PLL

When layouting the switched current PLL care must be taken to keep parasitic capaci
tances low. IT for instance a clock line crosses a high impedance line clock feed through
will occur, deteriorating the operation of the PLL. To be able for the PLL to function
at high clock frequencies, capacitances to the bulk must be kept minimal. To achieve
this most lines were drawn using metal 2, the topmost layer of the integrated circuit.
Metal 2 has the smallest parasitic capacitance per unit area to the bulk.

First the loop components of the K-counter were drawn. After testing these blocks
the integrator, buffer and comparator were put together to form the K-counter. The
K-counter was tested using HSPICE. Before expanding the K-counter to form the N
counter, the D-fiipfiop was drawn and tested. Finally the phase detector was drawn.
After putting the loop components of the PLL together the complete second order PLL
was simulated.

The different loop components of the PLL were put together as shown in figure 7.l.
The voltage inputs and clock signals of the chip go around the loop components, to
prevent them from interacting with the internal signals of the PLL. The current inputs
go to the center of the PLL, and do not cross the voltage inputs. In the inner area of
the chip the input currents are buffered (using the current mirrors) and switched (by
the output's of the phase detectors and the carry and borrow signals). All these lines
are kept as short as possible, to limit parasitic capacitance to the bulk. To minimize
clock feed through between the different lines, no clock signals are present in the inner
area.

A fioorplan of the PLL, which shows the pads to which the terminals of the integrated
circuit are connected, is included in the appendices.

7.2 The integrated circuit's terminals

The function of the integrated circuit's terminals are shown in table 7.1.
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Table 7.1: Functions of the integrated circuit's terminals
Vddprotec Vdd of the gate protection diodes.
Vssprotec V"" of the gate protection diodes.
Vdd Vdd of the PLL circuit.
Vtts V"s of the PLL circuit.
Vddt Vdd of digital output buffer delivering Outl.
Vssl Vss of digital output buffer delivering Outl.
VddZ Vdd of digital output buffer delivering Outz.

V""z V"" of digital output buffer delivering Out2.
Vl.l 1.1 Volt for the PMOS cascoding transistors.
V1.8 1.8 Volt for the NMOS cascading transistors.

VGpcurr Gate voltage of current J delivering PMOS transistors, about 1.8 Volt for 19.31lA.
VDpcurr Output current 2J delivered by PMOS transistors, for determining VGpcurr.

<1>1 Clock signal 4>1, amplitude 3.3 Volt.

<l>lcomp Clock signal with shape of <1>2, amplitude determines ki and is about 3.3 Volt.

<1>2 Clock signal 4>z, amplitude 3.3 Volt.

<l>2comp Clock signal with shape of <1>1, amplitude determines k i and is equal to that of 4>lcomp.
In Digital input terminal of the PLL.
Qutl Main output signal of the PLL, delivered by counter Nt.
Qut2 Extra output signal of the PLL, delivered by counter N2.

Iklnmos Normal input for supplying (positive) Ikl .

Iklpmos Input for supplying a negative Ik1 ' when necessary.
Ik2nmos Normal input for supplying (positive) Ik2.

Ik2pmos Input for supplying a negative h2, when necessary.

IoJJ setnmos Input for supplying counter offset compensating current, via NMOS buffer.

IoJf setpmos Input for supplying counter offset compensating current, via PMOS buffer.
IN Input for IN, via NMOS buffer.

Icarry Input for Icarry, via NMOS buffer. Amplitude is the same as that of IN.
Iborrow Input for Iborrow, via PMOS buffer. Amplitude is the same as that of IN.
Ireset Current for reseting the counters, equal to reset current of K-counter (14JLA).
Icompn Threshold current at which the N-counters reset. About 6.5JLA, via NMOS buffer.
Icompk Threshold current at which the K-counters reset. About 7.5JLA, via NMOS buffer.

Idutycyclel Current determining the duty cycle of Outl, about OJLA.
Idutycycle2 Current determining the duty cycle of Out2, about OJLA.
Ioutk1up Output current, must be kept around 1.65 Volt when in use.

Ioutkldown Output current, must be kept around 1.65 Volt when in use.

Ioutk2up Output current, must be kept around 1.65 Volt when in use.

Ioutk2down Output current, must be kept around 1.65 Volt when in use.
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Figure 7.1: Layout of the second order PLL

7.3 Characteristics of the 81 PLL

In this section specifications, for as far as they have not been mentioned before, of the
switched current PLL are given and compared with those of a similar, commercially
available chip.

The specifications of the switched current PLL are given in table 7.2.
The commercially available chip with which the switched current PLL can be com

pared is the 74HC297. The data sheets of this chip are included in the appendices. It
contains two types of phasedetector, the K-counter and the liD-counter. The loop is of
first order, and no N-counter is provided for.

The specifications of the commercially available PLL are shown in tabel 7.3. They
were (partially) derived from the data sheets. The number of transistors and the chip
area are for the 74HC297 as made by Philips.

Table 7.2: Specifications of the switched current PLL
Supply voltage Vdd 3.3 Volt
Time average current drawn from Vdd 920JLA
Power consumed per output transition (to a 30 pF load) 350 pJ
Total consumed power at 455 kHz output frequency 3.67 mW
Estimated maximum clock frequency 5.5 MHz
Number of transistors 518
Chip area 3.328 mm . 2.496 mm
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Table 7.3: Specifications of the commercially available PLL
Supply voltage Vdd

Quiescent supply current
Total consumed power at 5 Volt Vdd, 5.46 MHz input frequency, 455 kHz output frequency
Total consumed power at 3.3 Volt Vdd, 5.46 MHz input frequency, 455 kHz output frequency
Estimated maximum clock frequency at 3.3 Volt Vdd
Number of transistors
Chip area

2 - 6 Volt
±50ILA

5.78 mW
2.58 mW
38 MHz

2322
2.79 mm . 1.79 mn

One of the advantages of the switched current PLL over the 74HC297 is that it is a
complete second order PLL. To construct a second order PLL with the 74HC297 two
74HC297s and two extra counters are necessary, a total of 4 chips. Also because of this
the total power consumption of a second order SI PLL is lower than that of a digital
ADPLL equivalent. From the number of transistors used can be deducted that the
74HC297 is of greater complexity than the SI PLL. Because care was taken to limit
clock feed though and no attention was paid to chip area, the area of the SI PLL is
larger.

The loop characteristics of the SI PLL can be chosen from an indefinite (but limited)
set, with the 74HC297 (in a first order loop) only 16 choices ofloop contant T are possible
(with a factor 2 between adjoining T'S). The SI PLL can, contrary to the digital ADPLL,
lock at any (time average) phase error between -180 and 180 degrees.

The prices paid for these advantages are that the SI PLL operates at a lower clock
frequency and the non-ideality factor k. in the switched current integrators.
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Chapter 8

Experiments with the SI PLL

In this chapter the testing of the finished chip is explained. The first section shows how
the different voltages, like for instance the clock signals and VGpcurr, can be generated.
Configuring the circuit as a VFO, a first order PLL and a second order PLL is shown
in the second, third and fourth section respectively. A method to determine the phase
jitter of the loop is shown in the fifth section. Finally the last section shows how the
PLL can be used to decode Frequency Shift Keyed (FSK) signals.

8.1 Applying the different voltages

In this section the PLL is provided with a supply voltage of 3.3 Volt. For experimental
purposes other voltages can be applied, this is however not treated in this section.

The fixed voltages necessary for the circuit's operation are shown in table 8.1. It is
recommended that different voltage sources are used for Vddl, Vdd2 and Vdd, and that
decoupling capacitors are used where necessary.

The clock signals can be generated as shown in figure 8.l.
The signal source supplies <Pl. Inverter 1 inverts this signal to 4>1, with an amplitude

of 3.3 Volt. Inverter 2 produces 4>2comp, with an amplitude of V u • By changing Vu the
non-ideality factor ki of the integrator can be influenced, as mentioned in chapter 4.
Clock signals 4>2 and 4>lcomp are generated in the same manner using a signal source 4>2.

Table 8.1: Fixed voltages

Terminal Voltage

Vddprotec 3.3

Vuprotec 0
Vdd 3.3
Vss 0
Vddl 3.3
Vssl 0
Vdd2 3.3
V ss2 0
Vl.l 1.1
V1.8 1.8
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Vu 3.3 Volt

>cf--------+l

::>o~--+2comp
+ +

----L --'- -----l -----' ~ Vss

Figure 8.1: Generating the clock signals

8.1.1 Applying VGpcurr

The voltage at terminal VGpcurr determines the current J used in the switched current
building blocks of the PLL. To determine VGpcurr, the gates of four extra PMOS tran
sistors are connected to the gates of the current sources. The drains of these extra
transistors are connected to VDpcurr' They are placed in the corners of the chip (for
matching), and the dimensions are chosen (4!f = 4:~) for an output current of 2J.

To limit the influence of parasitic capacitances, the impedance seen at terminal
VGpcurr must be low. In this section three ways of applying VGpcurr are given.

--,---------Vdd

Ip I

I____+__-..1
VDpcurr

+

VGpcurr

----'-----------'-- VB8

Figure 8.2: Simple way of providing VGpcurr

The first method, shown in figure 8.2, is simple and straightforward. Only one of
the four PMOS transistors is drawn. Voltage VGpcurr is supplied by a voltage source,
the value is set using the current meter connected between terminal VDpcurr and V .....

The main advantage of this method is the low output impedance of the source providing
VGpcurr' A major disadvantage is that current J is not regulated, and can deviate from
the correct value when the temperature of the integrated circuit rises. Furthermore
sensitivity of 2J towards VGpcurr will be high, making it difficult to adjust VGpcurr to
the correct voltage.

A second way of providing VGpcurr is to diode-connect the PMOS transistors, shown
in the left side of figure 8.3. Current 2J (38.6J.LA) can be provided by a current source
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I____---1
VDpc:urr

-----VIlB

Figure 8.3: Doide-connecting the PMOS transistors

(using for instance transistors) or a resistor. The small signal diagram is shown on the
right side of figure 8.3, and can be used to calculate the impedance connected to VGpcurr'

This impedance Z is found to be

_1_

Z - gm

- 1+ s.£.
gm

(8.1)

with gm being the transconductance of the combined PMOS transistors. The transcon
ductance gm can be calculated using gm = 2VIdk and was found to be 0.128.10-3 • For
C a value of 10 pF is chosen, resulting in an impedance Z of 7.8 kfi for low frequencies
and less when w rises above 12.8· 106 radians/second.

A third way to apply VGpcurr is to use an OPAMP.

----,---------,---- Vdd

R

I Ra
IVGpcurr

I___J
VDpcurr

__-J- --'-- VBB

Figure 8.4: Using an OPAMP to provide VGpcurr

The OPAMP in figure 8.4 regulates VGpcurr until the voltage at the positive input
terminal is equal to the voltage at the inverting input terminal. The voltage at the
inverting input terminal should be set at about 2 Volt. Resistor R must be chosen
38.:'10 s, with V_ being the voltage at the inverting input of the OPAMP.

The small signal diagram is shown in figure 8.5. Resistor Ru is the output resistance
of the OPAMP, about 7M} for a common 741 OPAMP. Capacitors C1 and C2 consist
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(8.2)

Ru V+
VGpcurr

+ gm VGpcurr
AO V+

+l+ll't

Cl C2 R

Figure 8.5: Small signal diagram for calculating impedance Z

Table 8.2: Terminal voltages when using the circuit as a VFO

Terminal Voltage

lklnmos 0

lklPmos Vdd

Ik2nmos 0
Ik2pmos Vdd

10JJ setnmos 0

10Jf setpmos Vdd

lcarry 0

Iborrow Vdd

of the terminal capacitances of the PLL and the OPAMP, and are chosen 10 pF. Using
figure 8.5 the impedance Z seen at terminal VGpcurr of the PLL is given by :

R l±sRC2
Z _ U gmR

- (ltsR..cd(ltsRC2) + --An....
gmR liST

Ao and r in expression 8.2 are respectively the open loop gain and time constant of
the OPAMP. Since the absolute value of impedance Z is low for both low and high
frequencies, this method of applying VGpcurr is recommended.

8.1.2 Determining ki and 10ffset

Before using the switched current PLL k i should be set as close to 1 as possible. It
can be determined by measuring the output frequency of counter NI . The remainder
of the circuit must be made inoperable by connecting the various terminals as shown in
table 8.2.

The currents must be supplied as shown in table 8.3, either by resistors or current
sources. Positive currents denote that the current should flow to the chip's terminal,
negative that the current should flow away from the terminal. This can be deducted from
table 6.1. Terminals that can be left open are marked O. Input current IN determines
the output frequency of the PLL and should be set at around O.6JLA. With this input
current N is set around 20, an average value. The output frequency of the PLL is
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Table 8.3: Input currents when using the circuit as a VFO

Terminal Current (in itA)
Ireset -14

Icompn 6.5
Icompk 7.5

Idutycye/el 0
Idutycye/e2 0
Ioutklup 0

Ioutkldown 0
Ioutk2 up 0

loutk2down 0

approximated by

IN
fout = 8.4 I fe/ock

9.6 reset
(8.3)

(8.4)

This is an approximate value because the offset currents that must be added to IN are
unknown.

The factor ki should be set as close to 1 as possible. When k j deviates from 1 the
output frequency of the PLL will be less than when it is equal to 1. Therefore to start
with the amplitude of <Plcomp and <P2comp must be adjusted to obtain the maximum
output frequency of the circuit (for a fixed IN). After this the output frequency of
the PLL must be measured for two different values of IN (like for instance 0.6J.LA and
O.7J.LA). The two values of IN and the two measured output frequencies fout provide
enough information to calculated k j and Iof fset, using

12.25 IN + Io/fset 1 - ki . h fclock-- = ,WIt n =--
2 1 - kj 1 +ki fout

Remember that with Ireset is 14JlA, IresetN of the N-counter is 12.25JlA. When the two
values of IN and fout are substituted in equation (8.4) a system of two equations with
two unknown quantities is obtained. This system can be solved by a mathematical
computer program. The amplitudes of <Plcomp and <P2comp can now be adjust and new
measurements made. This proces should be repeated until the deviation of kj from 1
is less that 0.01. After regulating for maximum output frequency, probably no further
adjustments are necessary. The offset current calculated must be compensated for by
applying it to Iof!setnmos or Io!!setpmos' If the offset current is positive it should be
supplied to I o! fsetpmos (and vice versa), to substract it from IN in the integrated circuit.

Note that with this method no distinction can be made between a kj smaller or larger
than 1. This can however be deducted from the amplitude of 4>lcomp and 4>2comp' When
kj is not close (between 0.99 and 1.01) to 1 and the amplitude of <Plcomp and <P2comp is
less than the amplitude for k j close to 1, ki is smaller than 1. Low switching amplitude
gives low k i and vice versa.

With the value of k j known the values of the various counters can be adapted.
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8.2 Using the circuit as a first order PLL

As mentioned in chapter 5, no carry or borrow signals may be generated by the K2
counter. This can be achieved by connecting Ik2nmos to V"" and supplying a negative
current to Ik2pmos (for instance -lJLA). The various currents necessary for the operation
of the loop must be chosen as in the previous section. Terminal IklPmos should be
connected to Vdd.

When the required loop characteristics are known the currents h1nmos, IN, Icarry

and Iborrow can be determined,

I
- 12.25 A . h N* __1_1 - kf d N _ fclock

N - N JL ,WIt 2 - 1 k kN an - {
* - i 1 + i )0

14
Ik1nmos = k* pA

1

(8.5)

(8.6)

(8.7)

(8.8)

The value of ki, as used in (8.6), must be calculated as shown in chapter 3. Icarry and
horrow are equal in amplitude to IN, with IN and Icarry positive, Iborrow negative.

With these currents connected the PLL is now ready for use. The input signal must
be connected to terminal In, the output signal is present at terminal Outl' The duty
cycle of the signal at Outl can be changed by supplying a current between -6pA and 6JLA
to Idutycyclel. IT the phase of the input signal is periodically shifted and the oscilloscope
(showning the input and output signal) is triggered on this phase shift, the step response
of the PLL can be examined.

8.3 Using the circuit as a second order PLL

Now also the second loop must be operable. Terminals Iklpmos and Ik2pmos must be
connected to Vdd. Currents IN, Icarry and Iborrow are the same as in the previous
section. Currents supplied to Ik1 nmos and Ik2nmos are calculated using

14
hInmos = k* JLA

1

14
h 2 nmos = k* JLA

2

The loop characteristics are determined by the values of ki and k2and must be calculated
as shown in chapter 3.

8.4 Measuring the output phase jitter

In this section a method to measure the probability that phase jitter occurs is presented.
When the assumption is made that the phase jitter occurs only over - ~ or +3~

degrees, the standard deviation of the phase jitter can be calculated using

GBe = 3~OJPjitter (8.9)

A method to determine Pjitter is presented in this section.
The input signal of the PLL is generated by a sequential counter, as shown in fig

ure 8.6. This is a divide-by-N counter, with N equal to the N of the PLL. N is assumed
to be 12. Only one of the 12 outputs of the sequential counter is a logic 1, the others
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Figure 8.6: Circuit for measuring the output phase jitter

are logic O. After each positive edge of the clock signal the next output of the counter
becomes logic 1. The logic 1 'cycles' through each of the 12 outputs. The PLL and the
D-fiipflop are connected to this counter's outputs, with a difference in output indices of
~. Instead of using outputs 0 3 and 0 9 as shown in the figure also for instance Ot and
0 7 can be used. The D-flipflop is positive edge trigered. The volt meter connected to the
output averages the D-flipflop's output signal and gives an indication of the D-flipflop's
output dutycycle. The volt meter must be of the averaging type, like for instance a dual
slope volt meter.

Assuming that the PLL is in lock and that no phase jitter occurs, the rising edge
of the PLL's output signal coincides with signal 0 9 being a logic 1. This logic 1 is
memorised by the D-flipflop. The output Q of the D-flipflop is, because there is no
jitter, permanently a logic 1. The average output level of the Q output is Vdd volts, as
indicated by the volt meter.

Assume now that the PLL is in lock but that jitter occurs 10 % of the time. Each
time jitter occurs the D-flipflop will see a logic 0 at the D input on the rising edge of
the clock signal. During that one clock period this logic 0 is memorised. The volt meter
will indicate a level of 0.9· Vdd.

The signals are shown in figure 8.7. The top two signals are the clock signals. The
middle signal shows the input signal of the PLL, 180 degrees out of phase. The negative
going edge of this signal occurs at the start of clock phase <Pt. The signal marked 'Out'
is the output signal of the PLL, it changes at the start of clock phase <P2' If no jitter
occurs the rising edge of 'Out' coincides with signal 0 9 (shown in the bottom graph)
being a logic 1. At the rising edge of the PLL's output signal 0 9 is memorised by the
D-flipflop.

Using the level indicated by the volt meter (Vout ), Pjitter can be calculated using

Vout
Pjitter = 1 - -v.

dd

With Pjitter known the standard deviation of the output phase jitter can be calculated.
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Figure 8.7: Signals during output phase jitter measurement

8.5 Using the PLL as a FSK decoder

Both the first and second order SI PLL can be used to decode FSK signals. Frequency
shift keying is a method of transporting a digital signal. The frequency of the signal
alternates between two frequencies It and 12, one standing for a logic 0, the other for a
logic 1.

4__P_L_L__I_:_:~_b_C_Ioc_:_1 J ~ff ~
Figure 8.8: Schematic diagram of the FSK decoder

The circuit of the FSK decoder is shown in figure 8.8. The two outputs of the PLL
control the D-flipflop. When using the SI PLL as a first order PLL, Quta is equal to
the input signal of the PLL and Qutb is the output signal Qutl (see figure 5.1). When
using the SI PLL as a second order loop Quta is output signal Qutl and Qutb is (the
inverted) output signal Qutz.

In the following text the assumption is made that the SI PLL is configured as a first
order PLL. The center frequency fo of the PLL is chosen between II and 12,

fo = fl +h
2

(8.11)

The operation of the FSK decoder is dependent on the phase error introduced when the
input signal of the loop is not equal to fo.

The input and output signals of the loop, for fin < fo, are shown in figure 8.9. The
assumption is made that both signals have a 50 % duty cycle. Because of the induced
phase error the rising edge of the input signal coincides with a logic 0 of the output
signal, making Q O.

In figure 8.10 the input and output signals of the PLL are shown for fin> fo. Because
of the phase error the rising edge of the input signal coincides with a logic 1 of the output
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Figure 8.10: Input frequency larger than 10

signal. Output Q will now be l.
The loop characteristics must allow the PLL to lock fast enough to be able to track

the incoming data. The phase error induced by input frequencies It and 12 must be close
to plus and minus 90 degrees, determining the hold range of the loop. The probability
of an error in output Q caused by the PLL's phase jitter is than minimal.

To summarize, 10 must be chosen equal to b ~h and !hold close to It - 12 (with 1hold

being one-sided). Further loop characteristics must allow the loop to lock fast enough
to track the data signal.
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Chapter 9

Conclusions and
recommendations

The switched current design technique can be used to construct a second order PLL.
When designing the PLL one must however keep in mind the limitations of the technique.
Here the limitations were overcome by selecting the ADPLL structure. The ADPLL
realised using switched current circuits has a number of advantages over the (ordinary)
ADPLL. The SI PLL uses less power and is not as complex as the digital equivalent.
Furthermore the loop characteristics are, within a certain range, not bound to descrete
values. The disadvantages are that the SI PLL as realised in this thesis cannot operate
at high frequencies, and that the building blocks exhibit non-ideal behaviour. These
disadvantages do however not prevent the 81 PLL from being a good sibstitute for the
digital ADPLL. As shown the SI PLL can be used in a FSK decoder.

The non-idealities of the switched current building blocks must be examined in greater
detail. When the mechanism via which the non-idealities are introduced is understood,
they might be overcome. One possible way of avoiding the non-idealities is to replace
the second generation memory cells with s2r memory cells [9]. These are more accurate,
but have the disadvantage that 6 different clock signals are needed.

Secondly it should be tried to generate the necessary clock signals on the integrated
circuit of the PLL. Using an oscillator, generating a triangular wave form, and two
comparators the clock signals can be generated. However care must be taken that this
circuitry does not cause extra clock feedthrough errors.
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Appendix- A, Floorplan ofthe second order PLL.
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Appendix B, Data sheet of the 74HC297.

_-------------------------J l...... 1_4_H_~_~H_IC_T_2_9_7 _

GNO' OV; T.mb" 25 oC:tr "If ~6ns

I TYPICAL
[SYMBOL PARAMETER CONOITIONS ! UNIT
I He HCT
I I
ItPHLI

propagation delay I
1/DCp to 1/DOUT 15 I 18 I

I

I tpLH ~A1. ~B to XORPDOUT 13
,

13 ins
I ~B. ~A2 to ECPDOUT CL· 15 pF

,
19 19 I

If"",.
maxImum clock freQuency VCC·5 V

KCp 63 68
MHzIIDCp 41 40

i C, inout capacitance 3.5 I 3.5 pF
I power dissipation
: CPo capacitance per package notes 1 and 2 18 19 pF

DIGITAL PHASE·LOCKED·LOOP FILTER

· fEATURES

• o;,ital detill" avoids analog
aompensation .ROn

• bsily c:ascadabl. for higher order

IDOPS
;. U-ful frequency range:
· DC to 55 MHz typical (K·c1ockl
::. DC to 35 MHz typical UlD~lockl
, • Oynamieally Ylrilbl. bandwidth

• VtrY "irrow bandwidth lIttllinlbl.
• Power.on resrt
• OutpUt eaplbility:
~rd/busdriver

• Icc categorv: MSI

PACKAGE OUTLINES

16·1••0 01 '-; plas'ic ISOT38Zl.

16·leao mini-pack: plastic 15016: 50T109Al.

11

eLK'

10EL'VI..5(

l4DO"ULSl

I 4>
0' Ot'LLJ"

. 2"
15 ~MOOUI..O

I. 3 j
CLllA

( D,,~be, 1990 561

Fig. 3 IEC logiC symbol.

Notes

CPO IS iJsed to determine the dynamic power disSIOatlon (PD in ;lWl:

PO" CPD' VCC: • I;· ~ (CL x Vce' x fol where;

'i r Input freQuency \n MHz CL '"' output load caoaCltanCe in of
fo • aut~ut freQuen:y In MHz Vce " SUpply vOltage '" V
~ ICc x Vce: x lol" sum 01 outputs

2. For HC [he cond'l,on "VI" GNO to Vee
For HCT the cand,t.nn is V, " GND to Vee - 1.5 V

,.. ,,,
I' I'

0 C

<0

DIU

fJilCTIl

I/D(:p

" XOA~OUT "', I/000T,. ". XOIII-Oour

13 "', ECPOOUT
"

)lMaU

Fig.2 Logic symbol.

CENERAl DESCRIPTION

· l-. 7.HC:HC7297 are hlgn·soeea
~ CMOS de..ces and are Pin

· ..,~·t10Ie WI:" lOW power ScnonKV
·~~ CLSTTU. They are sPecified In
...o1.arcewltnJEDECstand3rd no, 7;.,

,.,. 7."(; HCT297 are designeo to
~....... ' Simple. cost-effectlve
~_."""", to nlgh·accuracy. digitai.
~~ed·laopapp;,catlons. These
(;..... c:onUln ~Il the necessary
~. wltn tne exceotion of tneg:counter. to build first

--,IOCke,Haops.

~£XCLUSIVE·OR(XORPOJ ana eoge
· IECPO) Phlle aetee1aN are

for ",.x,mum flexibIlity The
...... for tTle EXCLUSIVE·OR
-.et.or mUSI h..., a 50% duty
_OOUtn the maximum lock·. "
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74HC/HCT297

MSI

PIN DESCRIPTION

l _
I
jPIN NO.

'2, I, 15. 14

3
4

5

6

7

e
9,10,13

11

12

16

SYMBOL

A,e,C,O

ENCTR
KCp

I/OCp

DIU
I/OOUT
GND
"A" "e, 1M2
XOAPOOUT

ECPOOUT

VCC

NAME AND FUNCTlON

modulo control inputs

K-counter enable input
K-counter clock input

ILOW·to-HIGH. edge-triggered)
increment/decrement clock input

/HIGH-to-LOW, edg&-triggllredl

downlup control

increment/decrement bus output

ground (0 VI

phase inpuu i
EXCLUSIVE-OR phase detector outPut l
edge-controlled phase ~tector output !
posit'.. suOOly yoltage

K~OUNTER (DIGITAL CONTROLI
FUNCTION TABLE
,

D C B A MODULO(KI I

L L L L inhibited I
L L L H 2'
L L H L 2'
L L H H 2'

L H L L 2'
L H L H 2'
L H H L 2"'

;
L H H H 2"

i H L L L 2'0 i
I H L L H 2" ;
I H L H L 2"

H L H H 2" I

I
H H L L 2" i
H H L H 2"

I H H H L 2"
i H H H H 2"

eXCLUSIVE-DR PHASE DETECTOR

FUNCTION TABLE

EDGE.cONTROLLED PHASE

DETECTOR TABLE

I !c Ie I" ,. ,.'"" CAR."

I DIU MODUl.O-., e"-:-rA COUltT'ElIlI
100__

!I, !,'C,:p

I ~'I "0 CIRCUIt ~

, e ....,
XO",°ov' I"

;
-+L I'0 e.

~c:-
"" erA, . 0

£C1O,OU'!"

"
'--

#<1

L
L
H
H

H or L

HorL
t

L
H
L
H

•HorL
t
HorL

XORPDOUT

L
H
H
L

ECPOOUT

H
L
no change
no change

Fig.4 Functional diagram.

H a HIGH voltage Iewl
L • LOW voltage I_I
• a HIGH-to-LOW trlilsition
t • LOW·to-HIGH transition
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION

The length of the up/down K<ounter is
digitelly programmable according to the
K~nterfunction table. With, A. B, C
and 0 all LOW, the K-counter is disabled.
With A HIGH and B, C and 0 LOW, the
K-<:ounter is only three StageS long, which
widem the bandwidth or capture range
and shonens the lock time of the loop.
When A. B, C and 0 are all prDgl1lmrned
HI GH, the K-counter becomes seventeen
stages long, which narrows the bandwidth

January 19861 (

or capture range and lengthens the lock
rime. Raal·rime control of loop bandwlth
by manipulating tile A to 0 inpulS can
maximize the 0-.11 perlormance of the
digital pnase-IOCked loop.

The "297" can perform the ct_ic tim·
order phaoe-locl<edoloop functiOl1 without
using analog components. The accuracy of
the digital ~ocked-IOOll (DPLLl is
not affected by Vee and temperature
_iatiom but deponds solely on

78

accuracies of the K-clocl<. I/D-clock and
loop prlllll98tion delays.

The ph. detector generates an error
signal -'arm that. at zero ph_ error,
is a 5O'llo dutY factor ~U8re wave. At the
limits of &ne., opemion, the phase
detllCtor outpUt will be eithef HIGH or
LOW all CIt the time depending on the
directionof tile on- error (<PIN - <PoUT)'
Within lNse limits tile phase detllCtor
outPUt"";es linearly with the input phase

-
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-
Fig. 5 Logic di..,am.
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74HC/HCT297

MSI l 1
4

----~•.~

Fig.6 DPLL uSing EXCLUSIVE·OR phaseaetectlon.

I
_ _ --~K~C~.--r-------l CAAllty"',,;

The XORPD inputs are 1/4 cvcle out.of.
phasa for zero ot>- error. For the ECPD
~ a 0 when the in~ts.re 112 cycle out.'
ofi)hase.

The phasa cletector outPut controls the
u~/down input to the K-counter. The
cOunter is clOCked by Input IreQuency MI
wtllch is a multiple III of tho 10<10 centre t·
frequency Ie. When the K-<:oumer recYCles
UP. it generates. carry pulse. Reevcling
wtlile counting aown generates a borrow
PUlse. If tho carr; anll m. borrow OutpuTS
ar~ conceptually cornbfned into one
output tt.at is oositJw for a carr.: and
negative for a borrow. and if tne K-counter
is considered as a T1'fIIQUef\CY divioer wltn
tne ratIo MIc/K. the outOut of the
K-counter will equal the ,nput freQuencv
mU'tiplled by me division rallO. Thus the
output from ttle K-eaunter is Ikd<lleMfcl/K.

The carr; and borrow pulses go to tne
Increment/decrement <lID) cirCUIt whIC~.

In the aosence of any carry or borrow
OUI$e1i "as an outOut that 15 1/2 of tne
,nput ClOCk WOCP). The input clock is
JUSt a multiple. 2N, at the loop centre
frPQuency. In reSDOfl'IIt to a carry or
perrow pulse. ttl. I/O orcuit will either
add or delete a oulse at I/DOUT. Thus me
outout of the 110 circuit will be
Nlc • Ikd¢eMIcI/2K.

The OUtput of tne N<ounter (or the
OUtput of the pnase-Iocked·loop) is thus:
10 = fc - Ikd<lleMfcII2KN.

II this result is compared to the eQuallon
for a lorst-order analog phase-iocked·looo.
tne digital eQuivarent of the gain of the
VCO is lust MIc!2KN or fc/K lor M = 2N.

Thus the simple first-order phasevlockea·
lOOP witn an adjustatlle K·counter is the
equivalent of an analog phase-locked·loop
WIth a programmaole veo gam.

IID(p
1-_-+-1N'C

IO"PO'tt

!
I
!

III0o\.)'r

than the XORPO logic funetJPn but can
be described generally. 8 circuit that
ch.,ges states on one of the transitions
of Its inputs. The ,.in I~) for an XORPD
is 4 because its output remains HIGH
(XORPOOllT a 11 for a ph_ error 01

1/4 evcle.
Similarly, ~ for~ ECPD II 2 sonce its
output remains HIGH for. pl>ase error of
1/2 evcle. The type of phase detector wil.
determine the ze~h"'lTorpoint. i.e ..
the phllSC seperatian of the phase detector
inputs for a ~ defined to be zero. For the
baSiC DPLL system of Fig. 6 "'e' 0 wnen
the phase detector outout IS a SQl,;are wave

OI\l.O{· 3Y'"

COUNTEA

OlvIOE· BY ."
::QUIojTEft

'" ---+'--~-.....a, ..

I
I

I
t
i

'Ou! I ID'V'D"v, L~
Jou.-.............--. CCUNTEQ r----

fOUT-t~=~=l~~=!.~=~..,.BOUT

~::--.....-++-=---01

___---I~K~Cl'~-f-------l'ltc

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
erro< lOCording to the gain kej. wtlich is
expressed in terms of phase deleCtOt
outPut per evcle or phase error. The
phase deleCtor aulPUt can be defined to
va", between % 1 aa:ording to tile relation:

h deect
'IIoHIGH-,.LOW

P lISe t or 00 a 100 ~

The outPUt of the phase detector will be
k~, where the phase error

¢e • 'IN - 'D1IT·

EXCLUSIVE-OR oh_ detectors
(XORPO) and edge<ontrolled phase
detectors (ECPO I are commonly used
digItal types. The ECPO is more complex

Fig.7 DPLL using both phase detectors in • ripple·cancelatlO<l scheme.

564 January 1986'1 ( -
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74HC/HCT297

MSI

'/Ocr INI'\JT

_______.i. ---lll _

__IlL.....-__ i... _

UlJlJ

565

Fig.8 Timing <iiagram: 1/DOUT in-lock conaitlon

n n 11 n Il r---.

~8 ,~'VT --.oJ U LJ LJ LJ ~

,.,''''''f~L

lCPO~UTOUTPUT ILl
IZHD'. ,

Fig. 9 Timing diagram: edge-eontrolled phase comparator waveform•.

Fig. 10 nming diagram: EXCLUSIVE-OR phase detector wa""forms.

~ ...
~. -----------------------------------..... ,....--------------' ,

~t 1(March 1988
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':., 74_H_~_~_~_CT_2_9_7__) l... _
DC CHARACTERISTICS FOR 74HC

For the DC characteristics see chapter "HCMOS family cnaracterlsl,cs". seetlon "FamIly specifications".

Output capability: standard/bus driwr
ICC catll9Ory: MSI

AC CHARACTERISTICS FOR 74HC

GND ·0 v; tr· If· 6 ns; CL Q 50 pF

SYMBOL PARAMETER

propagation delay
IIDCp to IIDOUT

propagation delay
lllAl.~B

10 XORPDOUT

74HC

I +25 i -40 to +85 i -40 to +125

1 I til i i .I min.! typo : max. I mfn.. max. I min. ) mo. I

I 50 ,175 i 220 i : 265
18 : 35' 144 I ! 53

I 14 ; 30 ! 37 i ; 45

! 44 i 160 1200 : i 24C
16 i 32 ; 40' 48

,13 : 27 I i 34 4 I

UNIT

ns

ns

TEST CONDITIONS

I
Vee i WAVEFORMS

V

, 2.0
· 4.5 Fig. 11

6.0

2.0
4.5 ;:'9. 12
6.0

i hold time
\;..._t

h

1

DIU. ENCTR to KCp

" '! maxjmum clock pulse
[ fmax 'frequency KCp

i tsu

! prooagation delay
~B.lllA2

to ECPDOUT

I outout transition time:
. bus driver output:

IIDOUT (pin 71

output transition time:
standard OutPUll;
XORPDOUT.ECPDOUT
Ipins 11. 121

clock pulse width
KCp

clock pulse width
IiDCp

i
\ set-up time

oiu. ENCTR to KCp

maximum clock pulse
frequency I/OCp

; 61 ; 220
,22 : 44
'IS : 37

14 ; 60
5 12

. 4 ; 10

19 . 75
7 15
6 13

80 22
16 . 8

·14 I 6

100 . 2B
20 10

; 17 ; 8

: 120 : 33
124 i 12
: 20 ; 10

·100
20
17

125
2S

,21

: ISO:30
26

10
10
:0

; 275
: 55
: 47

95
19
16

120
24

.20

150
30

; 26

, 180
i 36
.31

io
10
10

14.0
120
124

. 330
66

. 56

90
18
15

110
22
19

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

MHz

, 2.0
4.5
6.0

2.0
4.5
6.0

20
4.5
6.0

2.0
45
6.0

2.0
4.5

· 60

20
45
60

· 2.0
4.5
6.0

2.0
14.5
i 6.0

Fig. 13

~ig. ~ 1

Fi9. ; 2 ana 13

=19. 14

FIg 11

<ig. 14

Fig. 14

i Fig. 14

566
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74HC/HCT297

MSI

OC CHARACTERISTICS FOR 74HCT
For me DC charae:teristics see chapter "HCMOS family characteristics". section "Family sceclfications··.

OutPut capabilitY: standard/bus d"......
ICC cateqotV: MSI

Nota to HCT types

The value of additional Qui_t supply current (;lIce) for a unit load of I is given in the famoly soecificatlOns.
To determine <1ICC per input. multiply ttl;s value by me unit load coefficient shown In me tab,e belOW.

INPUT
UNIT LOAD
COEFFICIENT

ENCTR. DIU

A. B. C. O.
KCp. qlA2

,;OCP.oAl.
oB

0.3 I
0.6 [

I
1.5

AC CHARACTERISTICS FOR 74HCT

GN°.0 V. tr =tf • 6 ns: CL • 50 pF

'I45 I F

TEST CONDITIONS

UNIT VCC i WAV:FORMS
V

ns 4.5 : Fig. ~ ~

ns 4.5 ~ F:g. 'L

ns . 4.5 Fig . 13

,
;53

I
148
!

!
I 15

155
I

I max. Imin. max.

74HCT

1-40 to +85 !-W to +125+25

I
'5

output transition time
b

propagation delay
o;>B. o;>A2 to ECPOOUT

propagation delay
oAl. oB to XORPDOUT

propagation delay
I/OCp to IIDOUT

PARAMETERSYMBOL

Tamb (OCI

i tPHLI
: tpLH

I tPHLI
! lpLH

I tPHLI
i tPLH

I

I
us drover output

I I I i I i ns 'g..
tTLH 1/DOUT (pin 71 i I I !I !

I outPut transition time I

I
, ;

i i
lTHLI I

standard outputs
7 IIS 1

19 n ns J 4.5 Figs 12 and 13
,

I trLH I XORPDOUT. ECPDOUT I
,

I I (pins II. 12) i
I

clock pulse widm

1
8

1
20

I

1
4.5 ! Fig. 14 Irw ! 16 I 24 I ns

j Kcp I I

(rw i clock pulse widtt> I
I 38 I

1
4

.5 i Fig. 11I IIDCp I 25 13 31 ns
!

I I set'UD time

1
'3

1
30 I 1

45 IFig. 14l t,u I

DIU. ENCTR to Kcp
24 36 os

lth
I hold time

1
4

.
5! DIU. ENCTR to KeP 0 -8 0 0 os Fig. 14

,

lfmax
i maximum clocl< pulse

30 62 24 20 MHz 4.5 Fig. 14i freQuency KCp

fmax
Imaximum dock pulse 20 38 16 13 MHz 4.5 Fig. 1I

freouency I/Ocp

"1 (December 1990 567
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-l-------------------
74HC/HCT297

MSI

AC WAVEFORMS

Iliion'. ._1/!~ _

Fig. 11 Waveforms showing the clock (1/DCPI
to OUlout (I/DOUTI propagatIon delavs. Ihe
clode. pulse width, output transition times
and maximum clock pulse frequency.

FIg 14 Waveforms shOWIng the clock (KCPl
ouise wloth and ~tl~ maXltT'IJ~Clock puise
freQuencv. and the 'nout (DIU. ENCTRI
to clock IKePi setup and hold t,mes.

L
Note 10 Fig. 14

The shaaea areas indicate when the Input
IS permitted to cnange for preoictable
Output performance.

ltORPO OOJ '!

OUTPUT

"l9601J

I'-~--'

L- -.I :P\.14 ~
'''''l

Fig. 12 Waveforms snowong tne phase Inout
loB. ot'1l to output (XORPDOUTI
propagation delays and outout transition times.

ECPOOUT

OUTPUT

rZHOfCl

\1.---

'T1."

568

Fig. 13 Waveforms showing the phase input
(OB, 91'2) to output (ECPDOUT}
proPagation delavs and output transition times.

January 1986 ) (

Note to AC wavtrlDrms

(1) HC : VM C 50%; VI c GND to VCC·
HCT: VM c 1.3 V; VI c GND to 3 V.

-
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Appendix C, Schematic diagrams and transistor dimensions of the SI PLL.

_L------'-__ Vsa

Out

DOWN out
'---------'

t lcarry

'-----+------t- v.

PD2

UP out

N1-counter

UP in

Out

DOWN in

OUTI

OUT2

----'------'-----'-- Vsa

Figure C.l: Circuit of the second order PLL

NMOS PMOS

Figure C.2: Symbols used for the transistors

All bulk contacts are connected to Vdd (for PMOS transistors) and Vss (for
NMOS transistors).
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-----,~----------,---------.------------,---- Vdd

M2

Vsa

Vdd

Out

M33 M34 M37 M38

~
lreset

Ms41

lcompk lin

M31 M32 M35 M36

Vss

l.BV___,_-~

Figure C.3: Schematic diagram of the K-counter

Table C.1: Transistor dimensions of the K-counter

Transistor W (in JLm) L (in JLm)

M1 ,2,9,13 24 4.8
M7,8,12,16 30 4.8
M3 ,4,IO,14 30 2.4
MS,6,ll,lS 30 2.4

M31 ,32,3S,36 4.8 6.4
M33,34,37,38 10.8 4.8

M s1 ,s4,sSa,s5b 8 4.8
Ms2,s2a,s3,s3a 4.8 4.8

Ms2b,s2c,s3b,s3c 5.2 4.8
M s31 ,S41 10 2.4
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ldutycycle Vdd

lreset M3 M4

lcompn K-counter
lout! A

lcount Ml M2

Vss

A

Figure C.4: Schematic diagram of the N-counter

Table C.2: Transistor dimensions of the N-counter

Transistor W (in /-Lm) L (in /-Lm)

M1,2,5,6 4.8 6.4

M3,4,7,8 10.8 4.8
Mg 10 2.4
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UP in

DOWN in

D-r-------"T1f--- UP out

D-'--+--'--- DOWN out

Figure C.5: Block diagram of the phase detector

D
&

&

N2

Nl

R

s

N4

[~--Q

[J-'--~ Q

N3

Figure C.6: Block diagram of the D-flipflop

In1

1n2---'---~

Out In1=E}-& Out
In2

Figure C.7: Transistor realisation of the NAND gate

Table C.3: Transistor dimensions of the NAND gate

Transistor W (in pm) L (in Jlm)
M1 2.4 2.4
M2 3.2 2.4

M3,4 4 2.4
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Table C.4: Buffer types and transistor dimensions of the input buffers

Input Buffer type primary W (in pm) L (in pm) W (in pm) L (in pm)
terminal transistors primary primary secondary secondary

Ik1nmo", NMOS 2 4.8 40 4.8 20
Ik1pmo", PMOS 2 4.8 40 4.8 20
IkJnmoll NMOS 2 4.8 40 4.8 20
Ik2 pmo", PMOS 2 4.8 40 4.8 20

IN NMOS 2 4.8 40 4.8 20
I carry NMOS 3 4.8 60 4.8 20

Iborrow PMOS 3 4.8 60 4.8 20
IOffnmos NMOS 2 4.8 40 4.8 20
Iof!pmo", PMOS 2 4.8 40 4.8 20

Icompk NMOS 2 4.8 19.2 4.8 9.6
I compn NMOS 2 4.8 19.2 4.8 9.6
Ireset PMOS 4 9.6 19.2 9.6 4.8

8.4 4.8
Idutycyclel CMOS
Idutycycle2 CMOS

M42M32M12

-.----------.-----------.--------.-----ydd

In 1 2 3 4 5
Out

M41

---l-_-yss

Figure C.8: Digital output buffer

Table C.5: Transistor dimensions of the digital output buffer

Transistor W (in pm) L (in pm)
Mn 2.4 3.2
M12 5.2 2.4
M21 7.2 2.4
M22 20.8 2.4
M31 28.4 2.4
M32 82.4 2.4
M41 113.6 2.4
M42 328 2.4
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